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[HM02b, KM86].  
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Aim  
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[CGR94a].  
Alexander  
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Align  
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Alignment  
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Allow  
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[Bar97b].  
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[RVB13].  
Analogy  
[DSS+97].  
Analyses  
[KJC07].  
Analysis  
[Ano93g, AHM+08, Bas87a, Boe00, CH93,  
Car98, CMS11, CE09, CG88, DS13, ELLM99,  
EL02, FHRK93, FLWK91, FLKM91,  
GFP09, GTS10, GDHN+08, Gra90, HN90,  
Hor96, HSG+94, JL06, Jun98, JML00, Kai99,  
KCT12, KTH11, KSTS17, Lou06b, MW11,  
MR90, MHLCL16, MCL+01, OBM+90,  
PTA94, PTH+09, ZKB+16, vMC92, Den88,  
EJW95, KABC96, MMN+89, War89, Hou01].  
Analyst  
[Mai09a, Mai10b, Mai11a].  
Analyste  
[Gra03].  
Analysts  
[Rob02].  
Analytics  
[Ano14-27, Ano16-40, BHG13, CNSM13,  
HHR+13, Joh13, LE13, MZ13a, MZ13b,  
MCBT13, RVB13, Sel09a, SCB15, ZHD+13].  
Analytics-Driven  
[Sel09a].  
Analyzers  
[Dya95].  
Analyzing  
[Ano92a, BCH+01, FCB00, GA06, KKJ91,  
LX99, Map85, PCT14, PSC02, RNA+16a, TP98, dSA95].  
Anarchy  
[Boo15b, Glq04a].  
Anatomy  
[BLP96, Ber94].  
Anchor  
[Boe96].  
Ancient  
[Glq08b].  
Android  
[RNA+14, RNA+16a, ZKB+16].  
Anecdotal  
[HBCH14].  
Angela  
[Dar96e].  
Animation  
[BS85].  
Ann  
[Ano11b].  
Anna  
[Lv85].  
Anniversary  
[Ano99a, GA009, Har03c, Wei99, You07].  
Annotation  
[FS12].  
Annual  
[Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano98a, Ano99o, Ano00a,  
Ano01a, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04b, Ano05a,  
Ano06a, Ano08a, Ano09c, vGH12].  
Annualized  
[McC97b].  
Answer  
[CL00, GLq0a, Zve98b].  
Answering  
[SB16].  
Answers  
[Rob09a].  
Ant  
[SC04].  
Antarctica  
[Ano99].  
Anticipation  
[Poo16].  
Antidotes  
[FW03].  
Anup  
[GS+01].  
Anxiety  
[Gan13].  
Any  
[Kla95].  
Anyone  
[Sel09b].  
Anyway  
[Er07f, Har03f, Shu07a].  
Apache  
[DGC+07, Mey16].  
API  
[LX+15, UR15].  
APIs  
[MRTS98, Rob09a, Spi12a].  
APL  
[TP86].
App [BCN16, KSNH15, KH16, PSO12, RNA+16b, SS17, VMvG12, Sad14, GAM+17].
Apple [Mil84]. Apples [Per95]. Applet [Kin97]. Applet-Browser [Kin97].
Application [Ama07, Bal00, BKR01, BKW09, CSS12, DFL00, GV95, Gl00c, GKD+15, GB00, HM02a, HKN85, JS95, KT05, LL16, Les06, SRK+09, SSE12, SM97, VAC+17, Vis08, Vo90, ZML+12, Cle88, GMS+96, Gue94].
Application-domain [GV95]. Application-Independent [SM97]. Application-Screen [GKD+15]. Application-Specific [BS00]. Applications [ABB+15b, Alo03, Bar97b, BRS+85, BW17, BS95, BFP95, Bol99, CL91, CCRZ+90, Clo01, CL02, CAGR91, DS13, DLR07, Fer01b, FF08, GRD11, Ge90, GD12, Gho10, GP13, Gun10, KMSW00, LM07, LSG+05, LL92a, LX15, Lou10, Lou16, MBL08, Mar04, Mar96, ME00, Off92, OHM+07, PHRS07, Pou95, PAD+98, RD96, Sch92, SC04, SFVFM08, Sta94, SH93, Wc100, YBPP05, ZLJW95, HSA98, KLR89, Sch96a].
Applicative [OC88]. Applied [Fei07, MF00]. Apply [Ben00, TD12].
Applying [Ano00k, CN95a, ELM90, Etl96a, GFB96, Har89a, JB00, Jul93, KMSW00, Les06, Mor00, Pal01b, Pfl97c, SK92]. Appreciating [BHN+10]. Appreciation [Bri96]. Apprenticeship [SHM02].
Approach [ADS91, An093e, An093n, An093-30, An096p, An096q, BW14, CT93, CDD09, CFF+13, Cha97c, CH13c, CP99, CP06, DDM86, DS07, Dig11, DFL00, Dutt03, ELST95, FSB+12, FGKS03, Gfl96b, Gl08, GKD+15, Got00, Gut86, HJP16, Hor89a, HSG+94, HB06, KR97, KSW10, Kis96, KYM+04, LM84, LX99, LNH+11, MH07, MZL12, MW01, MSK00, MS99, Mye95d, NGBR05, RW90, Rop00, Sch07, She91, Sim04, SMHT09, SCB15, Sto99, TP98, TEvH12, WSG+05, WMH07, ZJ98, dLdG906, A089, BAS89, RHK+03, Zav89].
Approaches [CA01, HG00, M05, Veg86]. Approves [MHC03]. Approximating [CM12]. Apps [AFT+15, MHJ17, MSAH17, MAN+14, RNA+14, RNA+16a, SA07, SHG13].
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Architectural [AACF13, BW17, Boo08a, Boo08b, Boo09c, Boo10a, BDH16, Cop97, Cop99, Fa14, GA90, GA09, HA97, LMM+16, Lat12, MKMG97, Roz15, SM09a, Sha5b, Sta06a, W014a, W016a, W016b, ZCTZ13, Z015, dLdG906, KC97].
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Architecture [AK10, ASB+12, An093f, An07j, ASH13, BS86, BHJ16, BH01, BGK15, BSGF98, BWC10, Boo95, BALV03, Boo06d, Boo06a, Boo07b, Boo07c, Boo07f, Boo08e, Boo09b, Boo09c, Boo09d, Boo10c, Boo10b, Boo10f, Boo11b, BMSF15, Bus10c, BH10a, BH10b, Bus11b, Bus11b, BAA+12, BH13, CM10, CN17, CVE13, CH13M, CS09, Cra14, CMC+12, Dig98, Er09a, FCS+10, FHS+06, FO85, Fj99, GC85, GP97, G15a, HA11, Joh15, KB02, Kee15a, Kee15b, KSW10, KS96, KDVD13, KSO06, KCD09, LA90, LCM06, LSOB2, LDO+14, Mad10, MRZ+05, MH14, NT06, NOS12, NCC+02, PvdHM15, PTV+10, Pfl97b, Pra17, RP06, San03, SR16, SHG14, SC06, SM97, Shul13a, Spi15a, Sta06a, THV09, TVS10, TMB17, TA05, UA03, Vol10, WSG+05, WL12, W015a, W015b, Woo16c, vHEA+14].
architecture [KABC96, Kru95, Nic92, MBO93].
Architecture-Centric [NT06].
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Architecture-Driven [CM10].
Architecture-First [Boo07b].
Architectures
[Ano93p, BvD10, DSS85, FNO92, HG99,
LR12, MKHV06, MM05, Med05, MJ97,
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[Ano95a, Ano96b, Ano97a, Ano98b, Ano98c,
Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano99a, Ano99b,
Ano99c, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00e,
Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano01b, Ano01c, Ano01d,
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McC98c, McC02c]. Articles
[Ano98m, Ano98n, Ano99h, Ano99e, Ano01g,
Ano01i, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e,
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Ano02i, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e,
Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04e,
Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano05b, Ano05c,
Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano06b,
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Away [Ano96h, Wil99a].
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AXP [Con96].

B [Ano93m].

Baby [Ben00].

Bachelor [FTB06].

Back [Ano93x, Ano98o, Bar96a, Ben99, Boo08e, Har66d, PT09, SDSP17, VD96, Vol11].

Backlash [You00].

Backouts [SCB15].

Backtracking [ADS91].

Bacteriologic [BFJT05].

Bad [An99b, Gl97, Gl91a, HM02b, JOL+00, Mac96, NCC+02, Rei99b, Wil99b].

Badly [VCM+97].

Bag [An92o].

Balances [Sie92].

Balancing [An97g, BB08, KHA+03, LTS12].

Ball [Ano93w].

Band-Aid [Mou01].

Band-Aids [HM02b].

Bandwagon [CCS+03].

Bang [An08e, Boo09b].

Bank [Lew84].
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Barrier [CK02].

Barriers [Bel99, MDD09, TTT+02, ZSMP17].
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Based [ABB+15b, AHZ02, AFT+15, Amb02, AO88, Ano93s, Ano16-41, Aoy98, ADH14, ABC+11, Bas87e, Bas07, BBB+11, BKB12, BHS+14, BDD+14, BB08, BOS00, BS03, BW14, CSS05, CSA07, CR92, Dak96c, DHB15, DRR+07, Den91, DS13, SDS02, DW90, DFC14, DJ15, Ebe01, EFM+91, FSB+12, FFGM13, FGSK03, GC85, GD11, Gl08, GB00, Got09b, HA11, Hof10, HB06, JLO6, Jor05, Jor09, KKM87, KCT12, KZW15, KCD12, LANC07, LCB+09, Lub91, LINH+11, MMSM09, MH06, MFS15, MHF17, NSV+08, New95, Ols85, OYE06, PvdHM15, PSC02, PS90, PS14, PTA94, PAD+98, Pue97, PTP+88, RFHM86, RBBC03, Sch12, Sev87, SMR93, SS08, SRS+86, TM97, Ter96, TP98, Til95, TM04, TB02, TEvHP12, VNS94, Voa08a, Wey98, WSD+09, WIMH07, YBBP05, ZJ98, ZZJJ15, vvSO+98, ABB+93, ARW96].

Based [HN90, Kar88, KABC96, PR94, SSGT86, WCW85].

Bases [SCCA04].

Basic [Spi99a, Bol00, Nau98].

Basis [FJWC01, VD96].

Basii [Bur95a, SSZ06].

Basis [Bur95a].

Baton [Shu14e].

Battle [Ban93, Cha97f].

Battling [You00].

Bayesian [FN14].

Bazaar [DDP09, Wes08].

Be [Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano16s, BWD+17, BPS+03, Car97, Cur01, Erd09d, Fow01d, HR11, Jac98c, Lon02, MGR04, NCC+02, PAD+98, Rei95d, BS15, PPM17].

Beach [Shu11b].

Beating [Gla02e].

Beautiful [Iel96, WB07b].

Beauty [Fuj99].

Because [Boo07d, Har05a].

Becomes [Rys95].

Beethoven [Kla97].

Before [AW03, Bus12a, Fea04].

Begged [Zve98b].

Beginning [Gla95].

Behave [VCM+97, Voa01c].

Behavior [AHM86, And03, Ano16-32, HPLH90, Kru05a, OCM+94, dSMdSC16].

Behavior-Driven [Ano16-32].

Behind [Ano93-37, Erd09c, Rout12, SMO6, WK15].

Being [CK02, Iel96, Lar01a, SyG15, Spi13c, Spi16a].

Believable [DFS93].

Believe [And95, Ano12b, Shu12d].

Bell [DKKK90, DKMS91, JL03].

Bells [DeM13].

belongs [Lou95].

Belt [Bus99].

Ben [Mey16].

Benchmarking [Ano01g, CZ01, FLN01, Got01e, Hei01, LWH01, MFO00, Max01, SM01, TS01].

Benchmarks [dJLLP03].

Beneficial [GA06].

Benefit [Ebe09, HBS17a, RIs10a].

Benefits [Ano92a, Che15, HTE16, MBO93, ME00, SSV99].

Bespoke [Spi14a].

Best [BCC+17, Big96, BTC+99, Bus11c, Dav96a, DLV99, GLA14, HBS17a, Har04a, Ker08].
LCA17, McC96b, McC96c, McC96d, McC96e, McC97b, McC97a, McC97c, McC97d, McC97e, McC98c, McC98a, McC98b, McC98d, McC00d, Pos95, PPMD17, RBBP03, Rog00, Ros06, RE03, Shu14d, Tur03, US09, WB06f, You95.

BestBuy.com [Cra14]. Better
[Ale06, Ano16-33, Ano16-34, Ano17w, Ano17v, Ber96b, BTC+99, Ded09, DAS+07, EIt96b, GD02, HM02b, IML16, Jor16, Km18, KC96, MH06, Nes98, Nie97b, VBM+02, Voa1b, Ano17f, Ano17u]. Better-Quality [MH06]. Between [Dav97a, EMW+97, KE88, CT90, EJ12, GV11, Hoh03, KNH16, MKCC03, McK02, San08, TB02, ZJ00]. Beware [Pal96]. Beyond [Acl88, Ano93a, Ano93q, AD03, BBM+15, Bil94, Erd07b, EAS94, HG99, HBC14, KT05, Kic96, Mac98, MW96, Men13, Nak96, Tiw04, CSS11, EL04, Got01e, Jur97]. Bias [GRS02]. Bidirectional [NT92]. Bids [CC95c, Jer09]. Big [Ano85c, Ano14-27, Ano16x, Ano16-37, Ano16-36, Boo14a, Boo14b, CKH16, Dav95c, Gl103a, GK15a, GBM16, LE13, MHLCL16, RS08, Shu13c, SPB16, WZX+16, HTE16]. Bill [Cha99c]. Bind [SB95a]. Biological [Kru08a]. BIP [BBB+94]. Birth [GO15]. Bit [Boo15e, Rei02c]. bits [Cox97]. Black [Ano96d, Cha98a, Kic96, MHJ17, Tiw04]. Black-Box [MHJ17]. Blacksmiths [Dav95d]. Blame [CC95c, DDS+97, Gue95, Hei98]. blaming [MW96]. Blend [SLG+00]. Blending [Bud91, MK03]. Blends [Fuj99]. Blessings [Kap00]. Blind [Boo10d]. Blinn [GF99]. Bloat [MS10]. Block [Knu87]. Block-Structured [Knu87]. Blocks [KG87, LSW87, vM95a, KV11]. Blog [Gla07c]. Blown [Dak96e]. Blown [DDS+97]. Blue [KIB+08]. BlueGriffon [DeM14]. Blueprint [CC96, RMM+12]. Blueprints [Aae03, Sta06a]. Blum [Jur97]. Blur [Ano97g]. Board [Dav96a, Tsa11, Ano96i, Ano01i, Big96]. Boards [Ano01i]. Bob [Ano10b]. Body [BDA+99, DB99, EMB+99, JW90]. Boilers [Boo15e]. Boldly [Bus12a]. Bolts [Ano99l, Ano99r]. Book [Bei97b, Bro95, Hor96, OC90a, PDM07, WJS97, Jac95]. Books [BALV03, SCC11]. Bookshelf [Ano96d, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano06i, Ano06j, App06, Bei97b, BMG01, BS04, BJ06, BALV03, BBJ04, BdFD07, BSFS07, Can95, Cha96a, Coo95, Coo96, DSBM09, DW00, DFL00, Dug98, DSB99, Ebe01, EM04, EA07, EIt96a, EIt96b, Fer95, Fer01b, Frii99, GS07, Gou97, Gou98, GF99, Gre96, HKPS96, Hor96, Hor98a, Hou01, JL03, JML04, Jur97, Kal94, Kus96, Lar01b, LSB02, LM03, Lew98, LRO02, Mas98, Mat00b, MRA98, MLL03, MSK00, MF04, Nav95, Nus96, Pal01a, Par96a, PWS+95, P897b, Pou99, Rog00, Ros98b, Rys95, Sa97a, Sa97b, STBC05, SC00, SDE+95, SMP07, SJM02, Sta06b, VBM+02, WJS97, WJS05, Will96, Will97c, Wil97a, Wil97b, Ada95]. Boomers [Ben00]. Boone [Mil01b]. Bootstrap [Ano93b, HMK+94]. Borders [SHZ+98]. Boring [Boo13d]. Boson [Ron12]. Both [Per95, KHA+03]. Bots [Boo15e, Gra00b]. Bottom [Don01, Gla01a, Jak98, TM94, Wei98a]. Bottom-Up [TM94, Wei98a, Jak98]. Bought [LC11]. Bound [RTV12]. Bounds [Hol15d]. Box [Ano96d, Gla03a, Kic96, MHJ17, Sha95a, Tiw04, MLL03]. BPEL [Lou08]. BPMN [Ano16-32, LMG16]. Brace [Hol16a]. Bracha [TW14a]. Brand [Mai10a]. Brass [Rei04a]. Brave [Shu12a]. Brazil [Dua02, FWK+15, dOMFP16]. Break [Bel99, Mac99b, RK13]. Breakdown [DDS+97]. Breaking [Boo02]. Breathing [Lot97]. Breezing [Kri17]. Brian [WC10]. Brick [Dro06]. Bridge [Ano14-41]. Bridges [DW00]. Bridging [BHS85, BSB13a, KE88]. Brief
[Ano92j, Ano96n, Ano97e, Bar95c, Bur94, Cha97a, Cha97d, Ebe08b]. Briefs [Ano96e, BLP96, Cha99c, Gla99c]. Bright [Ano96r]. Bringing [Ber96a, Bri96, Cap14, Obr13]. British [Bar98]. Broad [FCh+08, Pou95]. Broadcast [LC85]. Brock [Ano10b]. Broke [DeM99]. Broker [Har06f]. Brook [JOL+00, McC99b, SLG+00]. Brooklyn [DM93]. Browser [Kin97, PCS95]. Browsers [Jaa02]. Browsing [SSSW86]. Bruce [Har03c, Jur97]. BSA [Bar97a]. Budding [Ju98, Ju01]. Budget [Ano92i]. Budzier [Blu16]. Bug [SC05, Spi06a, Tho98]. Bugs [Ano97g, AHM+08, KA93, Ano96d]. Bugzilla [SC05]. Build [BMDK15, CM96, DDS+97, LRO02, Mag00, McC96c, OBR+08, Rov96, V90]. builder [CFTZ89]. Builders [Spi08b]. Building [Ano93e, Ano01h, Bae95b, Cle88, CM07, CB00, CNSM13, DL107, GHW02, Har96a, HM02b, KBG7, KKM+09, KV11, KL05, LSW87, Lev29, McC98e, MRTS98, Pfl93, PS84, SC04, VBM+02, WSL+99, WZX+16, vM95a, FKU97]. Built [Mat00b]. Buley [Pat09]. Bullet [Ano93s, Ber08, Dr906, FM80, M001c]. Bulletproof [VBM+02]. Bullets [Mar12, Spi07e]. Bumping [PM98]. Burgess [Dav96e]. Burning [FS10]. Bus [MM05]. Business [Ano98o, Ano96k, ABC+11, BKB12, Cha98a, Ch02, CB10, Dig98, EJ12, Fav02, FP11, G02, HBS17b, Har05f, Hec99, Hou01, Lei99, LSG+05, LRP11, LKR16, MCH15, Mat00b, McC02e, MZLD12, ME02, MLL03, MK03, NT02, New95, ORM+17, OT11, Pat08a, Pop11, Ram00, Ric11, Ris12a, Rob04, RP90, RSH12, SRK+09, SR16, Spi16d, Vic07, Voa04a, WEL02, Wes08, ZJ00, Sim96]. Business-Critical [Ram00]. Business-Driven [NT02]. Business-Process [New95]. Busters [Spi06a]. Buyers [Ano92g, Ano93c]. Buzz [PB16]. Bzip2 [PJT09].

C [Fer01b, Wil97c, Ano96i, Ano99d, Bec90, CG88, Con02, DSBM99, DSB99, EFM+91, Oma89, Sho06, WC06, Wil97c]. C# [LL03]. C-130J [Con02]. C-Based [EFM+91]. C/C [WC06]. Cabin [BHH13]. Cache [SDML+06, TM97, San98c]. Café [vdL02]. Calculating [BCM+04, CM10]. Calendar [Cur95]. Call [Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano98m, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00h, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano03h, Ano03i, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano14b, Ano14-34, Ano15e, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15-32, Ano16d, Ano16n, Ano16p, Ano16r, Ano16q, Ano17e, Gra97, Hor97, KH97, Spe99]. Calls [Ano98n, Ano99h, Ano00k, Ano02i, Ano14i, Got02a]. Calmer [Rei94b]. Cambridge [San95a]. Campus [Hol04]. Can [ABK10, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92h, Ano17f, Bin97, Boo08d, Ebe99, EG04a, EA03, Erd10a, Gau05, G02, HBB+11, Har05a, Hay03, KC96, Lai08, Lou02, MSG+07, McC97f, Pfl02, PAD+98, Ric11, Sim04, VV00, VMM91, VCM+97, Voa97b, Voa00b, WES87, vGMRW14, Voa97a]. Canadian [Str02]. Candidates [CSS13]. Can't [Gil96a, Ris12c, Rob99, Spe99, Yam98b]. Capabilities [AJM06, EBS16, KGRB03]. Capability [BM91, BM09, HC91, PCCW93, Rug93, vWHZ+10]. Capability/Maturity [vWHZ+10]. Capers [Cha97d]. Capital [DL98, Weg84]. Capital-Intensive [Weg84]. Capitalizing [Dak95b]. CAPS [Luq92a]. Capstone [UHC02]. CAPTCHA [KC16]. Capture [CMS11, HAZ07, Lit04, ZSF91]. Capturing [BDA04, KSMS02, SSV99]. TevlHP12, Zdu09]. Car [HCF+15, SA11]. Card [Mai09b, URK01]. Cards [Dav97e]. Care [JB04]. Career [Ano15q, Ano15r, Ano16w, Ano17p, Hal09, Kru08b, Kru09a, Kru09b, Nau98, WOBP00, Wil09, Ano16c, Ano17c]. Careers [Cos03].
Careful [Daw95a]. Cares [McC96e]. Cargo [McC00a]. Caring [LLV16]. Carl [Har03c].

Cascade [ZF99]. CASE
[Ano92i, AtHR11, BCLP15, Bas07, BFJT05, BBRTL10, BSD16, BMSF15, CK00, Che91, CR88, CGR94b, CRR94a, CSR+08, DLSZ05, DFL00, ELM90, ELLM99, ESZ15, GCR94a, GCR94b, Gue94, HG00, Har05b, Hei01, JD98, Kan01, Kee15a, KAKG96, KPP95, Lei99, LJ88, McG11, Mey87, NCK11, OT11, Pau85, PWS+95, RVB13, Rob04, SRK+09, SJ12, Sne84, THV09, Van09, WKS+14, WKCJ00, Win05, ZAV02, ZF13, vdLMM09, Den91, LD95, WTMS95, Acl88, Big88, CN92, CC95b, Cur88, GLS99, HBP92, Jar92, Kem92, Mar88, MS92, NC92, OBM+90, PTP+88].

CaseLoad [Lob11]. Cases [Ale03, Ano16-32, CdAC+16, JB04, LX99, TRW03, Yam98a].

Cash [Ado96]. Casting [Kru05a]. Catch [Erd07d, Ing08]. Catching [Rei04a].

Categorization [SS17]. Cathedral [Wes08]. Causal [Ano93g, Car98, FKN02, KCT12].

Cause [Pes97], Cautionary [JD98, Pf96, Wey98]. CBSE [BW98]. CD [Rei95c]. CD-ROM [Rei95c]. Cedar [Emr85, Tei84]. Celebrating [Yon07].

Center [Anol6, Anolu6, Anol6s, BWN16, Cha98b, GB00, Got01c, Lie02, PM98]. Centered [Clo01, CL02, MS+99, Rog00].

Centers [Mar85]. Central [BBP+16].

Centric [EP16, NZ07, NT06, Pat08d, Pat09, PHR07, SM10a, VZM+07, WHR10, Zim15, vHEA+14, GMB+14]. Centricity [Pat07].


Certification
[Anol89-27, Col94, CNL99, Kru10, Mat00a, McC09f, NS05, RD99, Voa99b, WKW99].

Certified [Cle10]. Certifiers [Got99a].

Certifying
[Boe06, Got99a, PMM93, Voa99a]. CG&A
[Anol4i]. Chaiken [Fav12]. Challenge
[Anol99d, BC08, Cha97d, FPG94, Lev90, LO90, Mar88, Sha96, Lew98].

challenged
[Dak96f]. Challenges
[Anol99d, Ath98, BGM06, BT05, BV08, BCH+02, Che15, CCWP11, GSA+17, Irv97, LvdH16, MG17, MHLCL16, SSS15a, Shu11b, SWA17, TM17, WW03, Fis89].

Challenging
[DFL00, Sid94]. Chameleon [MOB93].

Champions [Ost98]. Chang [Har03c]. Change
[BMM04, MMS05, Big96, Cha97b, Cox04, DCM10, EE11, FGS09, ILM11, MNA05, Mil01a, Pf09, RG04, Shu13e, Tho05, WB08d, WHR10, For97, MSK00].

Change-Centric [WHR10]. Changed
[Lus04]. ChangeDistiller [FGP09].

Changes
[CCD09, Cos03, Cus03, HH02, KL97a, Koh05, Sp17a]. Changing
[Cha94, Coy00a, McC02b, Sp16b, Wool16].

Chaos
[BBdR+16, DFL00, EV10, Par03].

Chaotic [Voa00b]. Characteristics [VB16].

Characterizing
[CBN13, Hm88, WB06b]. Charlotte
[ACF87]. Chart [BCLP15].

charts
[AM+89], Charybdis [Dav97a].

Chasm
[Ke07]. Cheap
[And94, Anol98h, Sp12e]. Cheaper
[Voa01b].

Check
[BvD10, PZA+17a, Rei94a]. Checking
[BMSF15, KCK+13, PTV+10].

Checklist
[Anol3c]. Checklists
[Gam14, Sie92].

Cherishing
[Mai12a]. CHI
[Cur95]. Chilean [ORM+17]. Chime
[Rei96b]. Chimera [Dro96]. China
[BHA90, GA05, Ju98, Ju01, Sim95a, Zho89]. Chinese
[Ksh05, TYXL16]. Chip
[MW09].

Choice
[Bri97, VB16, Voa98, ZHG14].

Choose
[Anol16w, Anol17p, Lov94].

Choosing
[Eng10, GN95, Spi06b, Sp11b, VB97].

Choreographies [AIT15]. Christopher
[Me96b]. Chrome [RR15]. Chunking
[MW01]. Cisco [Gar00]. CiSE
[Anol7g].

Cited
[O'L09]. Civil
[John95]. Civilizing
[Got97]. Claims
[GB00]. CLAM
[Anol07].

Clarity
[BJ11, Foa04, Hol16b]. Clash
Class [Per99]. Classes [PCP14, PM98, WJS97, Wil97c].[GBdlHQCG+00, WB06b, WB07a]. Classic [McC96b].
Classification [BCLP15, Gla08b, Gla09c, PS90, Sha97b].
Classifications [KS96]. Classified [Ano00l].
Classifying [PDF87, TM97].
Classroom [UHC02]. Clean [Voa97b].
Cleanroom [Ano93e, Bei97a, BTC+99, Boy97, Bri97, DB97, HBP92, Lin94, Osh98, TB97, WKA96].
Clear [BJ11]. Clearer [Etl96b].
Clearing [JN10, PR08, TB97, WOBP00].
Client [Ano93p, Fr¨u99, KR10, Pou99, Sch04, Ano97t].
Client/Server [Ano93p, Fr¨u99, Pou99].
Clients [Rie11].
Climate [BJ11, CR11, CMC+12, EEBB11, HR11, ILM11, RDMAC+11, Shu11a].
Climate-Modeling [CMC+12].
Climbing [Dro06].
Clinical [MMM+09].
Clock [Shu14a].
Clone [MOMM11].
Closed [Lar01a].
Closing [BCKM97, McC02a].
Closings [Dav97c].
Clothes [Spi98].
Closer [Rei03a].
Closing [BCKM97, McC02a].
Code-Generation [Hor87]. CodeBender [CT11].
CODEMINE [CNSM13].
Coderetreats [PMSL14].
Coding [Ano98n, Ano08c, BH17, BBdh+11, BP94, BJ11, Boo14f, BGL+09, Be11a, BB12, CCH+15, CCMC+17, CE09, DDS+97, DRW03, EM15, Fow01c, Got99b, Hat08, HS90, Hol14, Hol15a, Hol15b, Hol15f, Hol15c, Hol16b, Hol17a, Hor87, HJA08, JP03, Joh17, KCF+08, Lai08, LY98, LFL+90, Lou06b, MM00, Mor10, Nor03, PWS+95, RBBP03, Rai07c, RS08, Rem05, Rei11, Rot99, SCCA+04, Spil0a, Spil12a, VMMF00, WC06, WB07b, WB08a, Smee92, BAS89].
Collaborative [BCKM97, CCH+15].
Collaborative [DHMR02, DD12, FPM01, LAN07, MDWTR93, MSK00, Pat09, PBE14, PDHT97, DDIP15, SPA11].
Collaborative-Learning [LAN07].
Colleagues [MLI04].
Collecting [Max01, PSC02].
Collection [Moo99, Rog00].
Collective [GMB+14].
collision [CGR94a]. collision-avoidance [CGR94a].
Color [ON92]. Colors [GN95].
Combination [Ano17g]. Combinatorial [CDPP96]. Combine [Pos95]. Combining [KR05, LK10, BHKR01].
Comdex [Ano97c, Ano92g, BLP96, Rei94b, Rei95a].
Come [Ano93n, Ano90e, DM06, DeM09, MG01, Mat96, Rei95a].
Comes [Cur98, PM09b, SM01].
Comet [BBP+16].
Comfort [Ste95b].
Command [Boo94, Erd07a].
Comand [Luq92a, OMTHC94].
Command-and-Control [Luq92a, OMTHC94].
Comment [HC91].
Commentary [WJS97].
[Cod88]. **Commerce** [Car00b, OBR+08].

**Commercial** [Ano02], Cha96d, Dor99b, HC02, MD04, MLL03. **Commit** [Hoh05].

**Commitment** [Thi88]. **Commits** [CCMT16].

**Commmodication** [vdLLM09].

**Commonality** [Cha97c, Dut93, YNM+91]. **Communicate** [ZSF91].

**Communicating** [SR16]. **Communication** [Ano96d, ACF87, BMS+14, DESG00, Etl96a, Fer98, FWB85, Hay03, HA00, LC85, NS92, PDK05, STSK92, Spi09a, WSE14, Har89b, KKH95, WKUI89].

**Communications** [NH15]. **Communications-Critical** [NH15].

**Communities** [BBS13a, GBICMR13, TLvV13].

**Community** [Aha99, BCC+08, CMC+12, DP03, McC98e, San08, Sca04, SRW00, SB16, TKF16, WSL+99, Wi99b, WC09, ZWGY12].

**Companies** [CTC07, CSSP05, GBICMR13, JBHD08, KMSW00, NC00, ORM+17, Rob03, RVB13, vWAS06, Mat00b]. **Company** [Dav00, Gre01, MDM03].

**Comparability** [Max01]. **Compare** [Jor13]. **Compares** [Pau95].

**Comparing** [Dor99b, DGC+07, FWK+15, Sha95b, Tic89].

**Comparison** [DRW03, SM95, SJ13, SS17, WGM85, Wol98, KB88, Sca89].

**Comparisons** [Mir01, SO92]. **Compass** [FRM15].

**Competence** [Dak96b]. **Competencies** [BHKR01].

**Competing** [BCH08].

**Competitive** [Wal96]. **Competitor** [LC11].

**Compilation** [Gut86]. **Compiler** [BBF+88, Far84, GAY93, Sa97a].

**Compilers** [HAE11]. **Complain** [KSNH15].

**Compleat** [Gra03]. **complete** [SA97].

**Completing** [RW92]. **Complex** [CCMZ+90, MSK00, KLR89].

**Complexities** [YM94a].

**Complexity** [Boo08b, DS13, DFL00, EC16, HS90, Lit05, McC96a, MK92, NO91, RDMA11, SVSL08, Sha01].

**Compliance** [FSB+12, GD12, Shu12c, TEvdHP12, ZBOC12].

**Component** [Bal00, BBB+11, BSGF98, Bae06, BB08, CTW98, Dig98, DT03, DZB+05, GKO2, KOT98, LCB+09, Lou16, MP07, US04, Voa98a, Voa01a, Wey98, ZJ98, Hat97a, RHK+03].

**Component-Based** [BBB+11, BB08, LCB+09, Voa98a, Wey98, ZJ98].

**Component-Oriented** [DT03, RHK+03].

**Components** [Ano98y, CFQ07, Cou99b, CSS11, GWLY11, HKR11, LCB+09, MLL03, Par03, RP+01, SJ13, Spi11b, Sta94, Sch96a].

**Composing** [KH02, KR10, Voa01a].

**Composition** [Bla07]. **Compositional** [Bos10, Zav89].

**Compound** [vGH12].

**Comprehend** [RS08]. **Comprehension** [LS86]. **Comprehensive** [RO15, ZKB+16].

**Compromise** [Lai08, Sme92].

**Computational** [Boo16a, OLPST04].

**Computer** [Ano84b, Ano92i, Ano92q, Ano93m, Ano01f, Ano14l, Ano16c, Ano16e, Ano16u, Ano16x, Ano16p, Ano16v, Ano16r, Ano16q, Ano16s, Ano16w, Ano16o, Ano17p, Ano17o, BBP+16, Bar98, BC85, Boo15c, DBSM99, DSS85, GP13, Gla12, GBdIHQCG+00, Ir797, KM86, Lam84, Lin85, LK98, Luq92a, Luq92b, Mil84, Par99, PWS+95, Rei91, Sca17, Spi98, Wei99, Fis89].

**Computer-Aided** [Ano92i, LK98, Luq92b, Luq92a].

**Computer-Managed** [GP13].

**Computers** [FWB85, FHMU85, KT88, Kal94, Kus96, Mou01].

**Computing** [ASB+12, Ano92d, Ano96d, Ano98p, Ano14k, BCC+08, BBM+15, Boo15b, Cha99c, CT02, Chw01, EAG+14, Erd09c, FTP11, Gla00b, Gl12, Kelt07, Kle98, LAAN10, LR+15, LNH+11, PSO12, Re95b, Re95f, Wil96, Zad94, Ano14j, Ano16n, Ano16y].

**Con** [WG+02].

**Concentration** [KE10].

**Concept** [Che14, Got06a, Got02c].

**Concepts** [BLSS08, DBSM99, KMSW00, SSSW86, Sny93].

**Conceptual**
Concerns [Che14, Got01d, GHV10, KR03, LAH10, VVJ06].

Conclusions [VD15].

Concurrency [Ano93, Ano96, ZSM92].

Concurrent [Aoy93, CT91, For88, HR95, LSM84, PH93, RP95, Ros91, San97a, Wol88, FKU97].

Concurrent-development [Aoy93].

Cone [Ano06p, Lit06].

Conference [Ano96g, Ano96l, Ano17b, Bol04, Cha98a, GLS99, Ree06b].

Conferences [Ano15f, Ano17h, Erd09b, Kee15b, Voa00a].

Confession [Gla08f].

Confessions [Che97].

Confidence [Ano04p].

Configurable [LM07].

Configuration [Ber03, BH95b, LC87, SO97].

Conflict [Mac99a, SM10a].

Conflicts [BI96, EG04a].

Conformance [GHH+12, PTV+10].

Confronting [Tru94, YM94a].

Congress [Bar95d, San95a, SB96].

Congruence [MW96].

Congruent [Ada95].

Conjur [HJA08].

Connect [Ano17z, Ano17-27].

Connected [FCN16, HCF+15, Ano16-44].

Connecting [Rei90, WB08a].

Connection [Kra95, Moh01, Hat97a].

Connections [Cha98a].

Connectivity [Har05a, San98f].

Connector [BCM88].

Conscious [Har05a, Shu13e].

Consciousness [McC01f, Kal94].

Consciousness-Raising [Kal94].

Conservation [CdAC+16].

Considerations [Pat08b].

Considerations [BH10a, BH10b].

Consistency [BG95].

Consoles [GAS+01].

Constant [Har05a, Shu13e].

Constraint [Hof10, TBY96, Bal89].

Constraint-Based [Hof10].

Construct [SHZ+98].

Constructing [SMR93, Sta94, Ano93f].

Construction [Ano02i, Ano02j, CJK+02, DH93, DBL04, DSB99, HC02, HG00, HSA89, HT02b, McC96e, McCo6, San97a, ZJJ15].

Consult [Bal89].

Consultancy [Kee00].

Consumer [GB00, RA+96].

Consumption [BFKZ15, Mat01, PHAH16, PSCP14, ZHG14].

Contact [TB02].

Contemporary [GV95, RCP+12].

Content [Cha98a, Har03a, Har06b, IAJR97, RMM+12].


Context [BDA04, DZB+05, Gau05, Lit05, Mai09c, Mau90, MTT+15, SO90, Tor15, Woo14a].

Context-Adaptive [Lit05].

Context-Aware [MTT+15].

Context-Free [Mau90].

Contexts [Mye98].

Contextualizing [Dyb13].

Continue [Pat08d].

Contributions [SSZ+06].

Control [ASB+12, Ano92i, Ban93, BMM05, BDKP99, BALV03, Bri96, Car94, CFF+13, CM90, DJH+08, EA03, FH07, FCB00, GP13, Got00, HK94, JC00, JP03, Jep13, KGRB03, Lev90, LLH+05, Lou96d, Luq92a, OMTHC94, PHRS07, Sha01, Spi05e, Spi05f, TV99, TT11, TN11, VNS94, Wei00, WGFC86, Har98b, Put91, dSA95, MSK00].

Controller [CG08, DG07].

Controllers [Tsa11].

controlling [Smi91].

Controversy [Ano92d].

Contun [Ber08].

Convenience [Ano05k].

Convergence [GK15a].

Conversation [Pat08d, ZPHW16].

Conversations [Coo10].

Cooperative [DAEE08, Dua02, dSS+09].

coordinate [BLA88].

Coordinated [CT93].

Coordinating [LSG+05].

Coordination [AAR09, HG99].

Coping [Ben95, CM96, DHB15].

Copyright
Cultures [Dor99b, Gla00d, Gla06a, Mac98].

Cure [Ano97f].

Currents [BW98, Jon96, WPJH98].

Curricula [Ano07i, Haz10, LLS+06].

Curriculum [BCC+06, FP13, LB06, SS95].

Cures [Ano93f].

Curtain [Wil99a].

Cycle [Kem92].

Custom [NV02].

Customer-oriented [Har89a].

Customers [HMPS16].

Customization [DVG09, MS14].

Customs [DVG09, MS14].

Cyber [Ano95c].

Cyber-UL [Got02c].

Cybersecurity [Ano14-28, Ano14-29, Ano15z, Ano15-27, PR08].

Cyberspace [GD02, Gou97].

Cyclomatic [EC16, McC96a].

Cyclone [Got02a].

Czar [Rot99].

Data [Ano17o, ECW09, Ano14z, Ano15y, San95a].

Dance [Pet99].

Danger [Got01a].

Dangerous [BK05, Mar98, Pon98, Rei02c].

Dangers [Har04d, Str96].

Dark [LML+15, Rob01a, VD96].

Darkitecture [Pra17].

Darlington [CGR94b].

Dashboards [BHG13, Sel09a].

Data [AW91, Ano14-27, Ano16x, Ano16-37, Ano16-36, BL96, BWN16, BG15, BMGT01, Bi00, Bi00, BBG07, Boo14b, Bos16, CPP16, CBMP05, CK16, CC93, CM12, Cuk05a, CNSM13, DCH04, Fow03a, Gho10, Gou02, GK15a, GBM16, Got02d, HS91, JW09, JMV09, LH01, Li14, LKR16, LL87, LWHS01, LE13, MNJR16, MCH15, MR95, MBO93, Mau90, Max01, Men13, MHLCL16, Oat98, QH90, Ros98a, Shu13c, Shu14b, SRI14, SPB16, Var88, VD15, WC06, Wel93, WZX+16, Cod88, MMS88, Vis94, Win90a, HTE16].

Data-Driven [DCH04, MNJR16].

Data-Gathering [Gon02].

Data-Parallel [QH90].

Database [Ano93e, Bas87b, CCRZ+90, CFW+98, CFW+98, Fen96, Gal94, Lin87, MDM+94, PHRS07, TL98, Via15, Wie84, YM94a, YM94b].

Database-Centric [PHRS07].

Databases [Alo03, Amb07, AEP96, DY93, Pon95, RH89, KR88].

Dataflow [Ohe14, FL86].

Dave [Ano96h, Joh16].

David [Ano96m, Ano13b, Fav12, Pfl97b].

Davidow [Ano97f].

Davis [Har03c].

Days [Gla02b].

DCE [RD96].

Dead [Gla02e, Hol17b, Rei95e, Spi15c].

Dead-End [Rei95e].

Deadline [Lew98].

Deadly [McC01e, Rei01, Rei02a, SGW02].

Deal [Dak95a].

Dealing [SK08].

Death [Cla98a, DLR10].

Debatable [And95].

Debate [MHC03, McL05, SLH01, GA05].

Debates [MMM+01].

Debating [Coo96, Cur95, KS96].

Debt [Bav12, Bus11d, CCCM17, Con12, CSS12, KNO12, Li12, LTS12, RKW15, SWAI17, WJ15].

Debug [Spi16c].

Debugger [ISO87, SFG94].

Debuggers [Spi06c].

Debugging [ADS91, Ano96d, Ano13c, ACF91, CBM90, ESZ15, HL85, LST91, MW91, OCH91, PCS+95, PHK91, PT09, Sev87, Si91, Spi13a, TBY96].

Debunking [Gra00a].

Decade [DSBM99, ZPHW16, Dun89].

Decision [AACF13, Ano92i, CDD08, Don06, EPSJ93, FN14, Gla08a, KCD09, MM+09, Mey96a, Str96, WG16, HVEA+14].

Decision-Centric [HVEA+14].

Decision-Support [MMM+09].

Decisionmakers [Dar95e].

Decisions [ABCF91, Bar96b, CH15a, CMKC09, Erd05, FCH+08, HAZ07, HvG12, ROL90, TA05, ZCTZ13, Zim11].

Deck [Got01b].

Declarative [Lou07, Spi03, Spi13c].
Decline [Ros00]. Declining [Gro04].
Decompiler [San98f]. Decomposing [DY93]. Deep [FLC17, IKBM08, ZXL+16].
Deep-Intelligence [ZXL+16]. Deepening [HBCH14].
Defect [Ano93g, Bif00, Car98, FB15, Gra04, KCT12, KT04, KL05, LMP16, LSC12, McC97c, RAT+06, ZF13].
Defect-Density [ZF13].
Defect-Prediction [KL05].
Defects [Eme95, Pre01, Rai07b, ZK10]. Defend [McC96d].
Defending [MCA00]. Defenestration [Boo09c].
Defense [AAB+00, Boo13d]. Deferred [Sho06].
Define [MKH98]. Defined [CDF96, Hum96]. Defines [BLP96].
Defining [DB96, EEM01, FKKM89, Gla98b, Jac99b, LLC12, OO92, SM88]. Definition [Jon05].
Definitions [TN92]. Degree [DJM04]. Degrees [PTH+09]. Deja [Erd10b, Dav96b].
Delaying [Thi88]. Delegation [ADT91]. Deliver [HBS17b]. Delivered [Got02b].
Delivering [HIJ17, GSB03]. Delivery [CR14, Che15, McC97b]. Delocalized [LS86].
Delphi [Gor95]. Demand [BWN16, Erd07d, Jon94, Kle98]. Demise [Nie96a]. Demo [Ara95].
Democracy [CPP16]. Demonstrating [LSM84].
Demonstration [RGR85]. Demystifying [TA05]. Denning [Bar97e]. Density [Wit90, ZF13, Hat97a].
Departments [You00]. Dependability [Ano99f, BDA04, BHJM04, DZB+05, HPM16].
Dependable [KL94, dLdCGR06]. Dependencies [Lub91].
Dependency [KE10]. Depends [Mai07].
Deploying [BMR14]. Deployment [DNS+06, GKI5a, LMP+15, PHA+17].
Depth [MCBT13]. Describing [Sim06]. Description [Jac98b, LCM06, RP06, Woo14a].
Descriptions [Lau03]. Deserve [Ano16v]. Design [AW91, Ano99g, Ano04o, Ano08d, AMM+89, ABCF91, Bai98, BvdHOP12, BBB+11, Ber93, Boe84, Boo11c, Boy97, BC86, Bud99, Bud13, Bus10b, CN07, CVEK13, CC90, CS90, CSR+99, CDPP96, DDMS86, DG09a, Dic05, DD12, DSS85, DB96, DSB99, Et196a, EMB+99, Fac01, Fow01a, Fow01b, Fow01c, Fow05, GP05, Gla99b, GYvdR06, Got02a, GSS+06, HLS90, Hat97b, HvG12, HS90, Hol92, HKPS96, Hon01, JC00, JS08, JOL+00, Jur97, Kae99, Kan01, KMY91, KM86, KS96, Kru05a, Kru05b, Kuh98, LANC07, Lam84, LCM06, Lar01a, LMS4, LH01, Lusb6, LCC12, Lub91, MSJ+09, MBLN10, Mai10a, MMSM09, MS04, Mey87, Mey04, MKMG97, NYMS12, Ner01, NV02, Nie95b, Pat08d, PZA+17a, PWS+95, Ray06, RW90, RG02, Rog00, Rom90, RI12, Ros85, RW92, ROL90, Sha95b, Sha12, STSK92, SM97, Sho04a].
Design [Sim06, SO92, Sto99, SSS15b, THV09, TvV12, Ter96, Tho05, VAC+17, WKV14, WSL+99, Wan95, WHC02, WGC+13, WB06c, WB07b, WB07c, WB07d, WB07e, WB07f, WB08a, WB08b, WB08c, WB08e, WB08f, WB09a, WB09c, WB09b, WB09e, WB09d, Woo16a, Yam98a, YKIY93, ZAV02, ZZZ93, Zdu09, ZCTZ13, Zim11, BDHJ06, Kar88, MMN+89, OBM+90, Sch96a, Son97, TK89, War89, DeM95b, Jur97, Pou99, Rog00].
Design-Method [SO92].
Design/Requirement [Wan95]. Designer [WB09f].
Designers [Law98, VBM+02]. Designing [Ano08d, Clo01, CN95b, DSBM99, DV89, DDPW09, ES92, Gue14, Hou01, Je97, Nie96c, RLBR12, Shu12b, SB95b, SMK+00, WB06a, WB07a, WB08b, WB08c, WB09b].
Designs [PM99a, Selo9a, WB09a].
Desk [SGM06]. Desktop [GS11, Got09b, KV11, PSDK11, HAK+96].
Desktops [LNH+11]. Destroy [Lin93].
Destroys [Fav96]. Detecting [EGF92].
Detection [KH97, MP07, MCA00, PCOM97, RAT+06].
Determination [KL88]. Determine
Determining [CFQ07, EPSJ93, MSG+07, Sim96].
detisiveR [Ano11a]. Deus [Boo13a]. DEV [vWHvW09]. Develop [Hal96b]. Developer [Ano92r, Ano96r, Ano04p, BHG13, CMY17, FCS+10, Gee06, HSB+08, Har03e, Har04c, McL06, FSHH04, SSWM16, Spi15a, Spi16a, Spi16c]. Developers [Ano11a, Boo13a, Dev]. Developing [Ano02j, Ano03h, Ano03i, BGB01, BR99, BOS00, CKH16, Con02, DJSS97, FK04, GF16, Ger90, GP13, Gon05, HC02, HBB+11, Jaa02, KS89, Ksh04, MBL08, MH07, MS95, Mub08, OT11, PWS+95, RTV12, RBIM97, Sec12, SM08b, SM09b, SHR12, Spi14b]. Development [ABF05, AH90, ASP13, AKM+08, AJM06, Ama07, Amb02, Amb07, AFGD01, Ano95, Ano92i, Ano93c, Ano93z, Ano98g, Ano99d, Ano00k, Ano00i, Ano00h, Ano05o, Ano16-32, Aoy98, ADH14, AK03a, AK03b, AKN+16, ASC07, BHN14, Bal00, Bas90, BRL+03, Bas95, BKS98, BCKS01, BBS13b, BA10, Blu87, BNW10, BT05, BB08, Bor85, BBC+06, Bur94, BP02, CMM16, CA01, CdAC+16, CMP17, Che95, CH17, CR11, CCWP11, Cri06, CM07, CMKC03, CMKC09, CNSM13, DM06, DWH86, DM93, DCH04, DAB06, DFD+16, DD10, DG07, Du02, DD09, Ebe01, ED01, EAO12, EMP05, EBS16, ES16, Erd09d, FH07, FTR+94, FFGM13, FNY09, FRM15, FSRdA11, GE11, GMP14, GUP+14, Glao9d, Glao4e, GFPK10, Got01c, GAS+01, Got02e, Got07, GH00, Gue14, Gum06, Hal09, Har04c, Hei01, HR11, HM01a]. Development [HBP92, Hsl96, HHLJ10, ILM11, JBR99, Jan04, JBHD08, JS08, KJP+05, JHMW07, Jon96, Jon03, JG08, JBR09, Jor13, Jor14, JM02, KFP88, Kan09, Kem90, KCF+08, Kim04, KLM11, Kri17, Kru08b, Kru09a, Kru09b, KR03, LM07, LF05, LNR98, LHB+90, Les06, LO90, LCB+09, LR00, Lit04, LV92, Lou06c, LB06, MCCC03, MSG96, MSJ+09, Mac99c, Mar96, Mar00, Mar07, MMSM09, MF00, Max01, McC98c, McC99c, MR09, MCF03, MM13, MD90, MJ88, MRS10, MS00, MS12, Mot06, Mul08, Mye02, NOK08, NS99, NT06, NOS12, NK04, NC00, OGE08, Obr13, OSBA14, OY95, Pal01a, Pal01b, PBE14, PWS+95, Pi93, PC12, PS90, PAS10, PPMD17, Pue97, RK05, RR07, Rei00c, Rei02a, RIP+01, Rei11, RCP+12, RJ00, RE04, RP07, RM00, Sal97b, SK08]. Development [San95b, Sca04, SA05, Sch07, Sel03, SK03, SCSC04, SMT+10, Shu11b, Sim06, SMHT09, SV16, Som16, Sot01, SS04, Spi13b, SAT14, Spi17b, SF15, TLV13, TYXL16, TM04, UA03, Uhl08, VB97, VSB+16, VE05, VB16, Vis08, VK07, WEL02, WKS+14, WW03, WPJ98, Wil09, WHR10, YJ07, ZAV02, Zha04, ZS06, ZP11, ZF13, dSMdSC16, vdLMM09, AO89, Aoy93, CW89, For97, LD95, MNN+89, MW96, Mey91, Per90, Sad14, VT88, Zho89]. Developments [Ano00j, Car17, Rus91]. Device [MTKE94, SG06]. Devices [DW00, Dig15, RMM+12, TS12]. DevOps [BHJ16, CS16, EGHS16, Spi16a, ZBCS16]. Devoted [Ano96h]. Diagnose [Tou11]. Diagnosing [LXC15]. Diagnosis [Hat01, TC86, SSGT86]. Diagrams [Mil02, RW04, Nic92]. dialects [KB88]. Dialog [Mar00]. Dialogue [SK95]. Diana [Ros85]. Dictionary [Ano99f]. Did [Ano17i, Hei01, JD97]. Died [WJS97]. Dies [Ano96m, Dav95b]. Difference [DeM90, Hoh03, RTV12]. Difference-Bound [RTV12]. Different [BRL+03, DESG00, DSS85, Glao6a, RvW07]. Differential [Ano13a, Spi13a]. Differentiates [ORM+17]. Difficult [Spi9d]. Difficulties
MS06, NZZ09, N07, NOK08, PSK11, PL03, PZTF12, PT05, RvW07, RL02, SE98, SM09b, SSK14, SS04, SMTS09, TW07, VK11, VM00, WC10, WE04, ZBOC12, dSSS+09].
edoC [Ano11a, Spi11c]. Edsger [Che02]. Educating [CP02]. Education [Ano96r, Ano16d, Ano17e, ABH+11, Bac97, BW14, CK00, DJM04, FPM01, HGK09, Hil97, HH02b, HJP16, Irv97, McC97f, MCL97, MJP+00, Moo02b, MSSMDC14, Off13, PDHT97, TR05, vV06, KCC+01].
Educators [BCD+17]. Effect [Kam87, MZLD12, PC14, SJS12]. Effective [Ano92i, Ano93-36, BB91, BS03, DSBM99, HM02b, KL05, PS14, PAS10, SL97, She91, TBvRB12, ABL89, HF97]. Effectively [LN92]. Effectiveness [Che01, DAS+07, SMAU16, TvV12, Voa97a]. Effects [BM04b, Cla00, Gla04a, Lim94]. Efficiency [LXC15]. Efficient [BR85, FMP16, Gut86]. Efficiently [Mos92]. Effort [Cla00, Got01e, JMDB00, Jor05, JG08, JBR09, Jor13, Jor14, PRSV97, Sym12, VT88]. Effortlessly [Rai07f]. Efforts [DAB06, F98, Got02d, RV13]. Egoless [Wei99]. EIC [Har03c]. Eight [Cla02, RBBC03, Voa99f]. Elaine [CH13c]. ElcomSoft [MC03b]. Electronic [Ano93-39]. Electronically [Kus95]. Electronics [Rav96]. Element [Shu13d, FKLW91]. Elements [Ano92e, DeM95b]. Elephant [Boo10d]. Elicit [UR01]. Elicitation [DJS08, SPZ08]. Eliminating [CK02]. Ellen [Ano98g]. Else [And94, Sam90]. Eludes [Ano92g]. Elusive [Gla03b, KL96]. eLytS [Ano11a, Spi11c]. Email [Rei95e]. Emails [HJ17]. Embedded [Ano99p, AK16, ADH14, CE09, ES09, GLT03, HHLJ10, LSB02, LIL+13, LPO+14, LT09, LCYL14, LE13, Med05, MV09, SMHT09, TYZP05]. Embedded-Software [AMK16]. Embedding [BHN14]. Embrace [MSK00]. Embracing [Bri12, FLR04]. Emergence [HAK+96]. Emergence [Klee15]. Emerging [Klee15b, LKR16, dOMFP16, Pf97b, SS96, US04, VZM+07, WC89]. Emotional [CNS08]. Emotions [GWA14]. Emphasizing [AJM06]. Empirical [CR08, CDM+05, Dyb13, KZW15, LMP16, MAN+14, Pf05, RKW15, SJ13]. Empirically [JMDB00, PS09]. Employees [Yam99]. Employment [Dak95a, Kru+15]. Empowering [DG09a]. Emulator [San98f]. Enable [DC04, Gar05, Sel09a]. Enables [BHJ16]. Enabling [BSS+17, ILM11, SSC06, WB08d]. Enbugging [HT03c, BPS+03]. Encourage [WOS94]. Encourages [Got08a]. Encryption [Ban93, Bar97a, Bar96b]. End [Ano92f, Ano92g, BCM+13, BDD+14, DDP09, Gat16, Gra04, Har04d, IKBM08, KABM09, Rei94a, Rei94b, Rei95b, Rei95c, Rei95d, Rei95e]. End-to-End [Gat16, Gra04]. End-User [BDD+14, Har04d, KABM09]. Ending [Gla05a, ZJ00]. Ends [San97b]. Enduring [Pfl97b]. Energy [BWN16, BW17, CYM+15, CaAC+16, LXC15, PHAH16, ZH14]. Energy-Aware [BWN16]. Engagement [Spi15c]. Engine [Daw95b, PS012]. Engineer [BCC+08, BS95, CC96, Dak97a, DMG14, GAS+01, Hal09, Har05e, Kla05, Pa08, Spe99]. Engineered [PAD+98]. Engineering [ABB+15a, ANB99, Ano84a, Ano82i, Ano93-34, Ano93t, Ano03k, Ano04a, Ano07i, Ano09e, Ano14-32, Ano15n, Ano16-43, Ano17b, ABH+11, AW06, BHS85, BLP96, BHA09, BBdR+16, Bas87c, Bas07, Bat98, BCD+17, BL98, Ber08, BBM+15, BGM06, BHJ+03, Bol02, Bos16, BDA+99, BD94, Bri12, BW14, Bur95a, CR08, Cap14, CDD08, CFF+13, Car17, Cha94, Cha97d, Cha98b, CW00, CT02, CR88, CC90, Chi02, CCD+17, CM90, CL02, CHW98, Cos01, Cou99a, CMA+02, Cuk05a, CP06, CR92, Dak96a, Dam07, Dan04, DJSS97, DP94a,
Dav96d, DeM09, DRR⁺07, DJM04, DSD02, DBS09, DGV09, DT03, Dor99b, DAEE08, DP03, DB99, DS99B, DLV99, DKJ05, Ebe01, Ebe06, EKP16, En99, Erd10b, Erd10e, Erw09, FPM09, FWM⁺15, FP13, Fra95, Fra99, FM08, FTB06, Gl01b, Gl03a, Gl03c, Gl03d, Gl04d. Engineering [Gla06b, Gla07a, Gla07b, GW07, Gom06, GBM16, GCH13, Got08b, Got99b, GLT03, GO15, GSA⁺17, GK00, GR02, HL05, Har03b, HBB01, Haz10, HF02, HSF⁺16, HJP16, HL01, HV16, IS94, Jac98c, Jac99, Joh95, JE12, JMS02, KLD02, Ke97, KABM09, Koh05, Kru08a, Lyd16, Lab94, LFW99, LFW00, LEPV10, LCE13, LMP16, LM03, LBWX17, LCF17, LWE01, LL01, LLS⁺06, Lew98, LT09, LL92b, LB⁺15, LB06, MNJR16, MG17, McC98c, McC99d, MT99, McC00d, McC00a, McC01b, MC01d, dOMFP16, MAMY99, ME02, MLL03, MR10, MDP09, MJP00, Moo01b, Moo01a, Moo02a, Moo02b, Moo03, MSSMC14, MHF17, Mup08, Mus85, ME00, Mus93, Mye95d, NGBR05, Nav95, NL03, NC00, Off13, PDK05, PF02, PJT09, Par99, PDK93, PWS⁺95, Pr02, Pr05, PM98, PH93, PT05, QBN⁺06, RP05, Ree00. Engineering [Ree05, Ree06b, Rei03a, Rob05b, RWZ10, DDP15, Ros05, Row96, RS16, HJP12, SBM02, SSV99, SC17, Sch95b, Sc1a13, Sch09, SSE12, SW00, Sha09, Sha09, SD99, Shl13a, SCC⁺16, Sid94, SS96, SW11b, SCW15, Som05, Sp15f, Sp17a, Sp17c, SRS⁺86, SLB17, SMK⁺00, SH02, Sym88, SPB16, Tha03a, Tha03b, TSP⁺09, TR05, Tc97, Tot06, TB02, VD10, VK11, Voa04a, WKA96, WW03, WA02, WHER14, WE04, Zam17, ZBOC12, Zve03, dGNA⁺11, dSSS⁺09, vV06, And15, An03-27, CN95a, Pot93, RC09, Sam09, SA97, Tho98, Was96, Bei97b, Mye95b, PTH⁺09. Engineers [ABB⁺15a, BCB⁺17, Bld07, Bla17, Con02, DN97, DHMR02, Dor99a, FPG94, Har03a, Hum01, Kru08b, LSF03, Mag00, McC02f, NS05, Nor07]. English [Gla08d]. Enhance [Als13]. Enhanced [Mau90, NCK11]. Enhancing [HPSD00, HS00, LSC12, Pe12, vWHvW09]. Enough [Bac95a, BS15, CJK⁺02, HB06, JOL⁺00, McS06, Poo16, Ree03, UA03, WA02, You95, Zve03]. Enrollment [Con96]. Ensuring [CE09]. Enter [GA05, An08]. Enterprise [ Boo10e, DDPW09, Erd07d, Gho10, GP13, Hou01, Lou16, Mur95, Par05, PHS07, Uhl08, ZPH16]. Entreprises [Tho15a]. Entertainment [GAS⁺01]. Entity [San03, SM88]. Entity-Life [San03]. entity-relationship [SM88]. Entrepreneur [An016]. Entrepreneurial [An092]. Envelope [Ben99]. Environment [AK85, A088, BRS⁺85, BCB⁺17, Blu87, CAGR91, CR92, DLR07, EM91, GGJ⁺89, LM07, LVS92, MPT86, Map85, OCM⁺84, PF92, Pem87, PH01, Pra85, Pue97, PTP⁺88, Re187, Ros85, San03, Sch92, SR85, SD88, Spi13b, SBK86, WMMM87, dMHSC16, vV06, And15]. Envisioning [And07, An098c]. Epidemiology [TSP⁺09]. Epochs [SVSL08]. Equality [Haj95]. EQUITY [Rec06a]. Era [Got02e, Jur97, Kru05b, MLL03, TM17]. Eras [Dav96a, An06q]. Ergonomic [Bil94]. Eric [Mil01b]. Ericsson [BSD16]. EROS [SH02]. ERP [Dan04, DGV09, HL99, WC09]. ERPs [SS06a]. Errata [Dan97e]. Error [KCC⁺01]. Error [An093g, Gl03b, Gl08f, ON92, PWS⁺95, SHZ⁺98, TV99, Wit90]. Error-Free [Gl03b, Gl08f, TV09]. Errors [Pos85]. Esaps [vdL02]. Escort [WKU89]. escrow [Sme92]. ESI [Wal96]. SPRIT [An089, An093h]. Essay [An099]. Essence [Sny93]. Essentials [Erd08a, Rin97].
Establishing [Dak95d, OJ97, TBvRB12].
Estimates [Bie00, Fai02, Jør09, KL97b, Mrr01].
Estimating [Cha96c, CSS12, JG08, NCK11, Reii00c, VT88].
Estimation [AHM86, Ano00j, Bif00, BF00, BV08, BE11b, ES14, HPsD00, Jor05, JBR09, Jor13, Jor14, Čan97, Lit06, MH06, PM97, Ri09, Put91].
Ethical [Boo14b, GM10, Hal09].
Ethics [Got99b, KCC +01, KHA +03].
Etiquette [Spi09a].
Eureka [Rob02].
Euro [Ano98p, Jon99].
Europe [Ano93b, DLV99, KCL93, vdl02].
European [Ano93e, Ano96r, Car00b, JMS02, MDM03, Sch99, Sku99].
Evaluate [Sch98a].
Evaluating [Ano92i, BKS98, BW96, DZB +05, HSeg10, Oat98, PS92, PSO12, ZZ93, dOdA16].
Evaluation [BDKP99, KZW15, KPP95, OCFLI14, RO15, Rug93, Sch95a, Tia04, WHC02].
Evaluations [BM91, BM09, HC91].
Evasion [Hol15b].
Event [LSG +05].
Events [EG04b].
Every [SM01].
Everyday [VVS +08].
Everyone [Car97, Can95].
Everything [Car95, Cus03, HTLPs09, MA98].
Everywhere [Ana99, Shu14b, Spi10d].
Evidence [BHS +14, DBS09, DKJ05, DS12, Dyb13, Erd10c, JMS09, KCT12, KCD12, MH06, NSV +08, Pfo88, RKW15, Shu07a, SO88, SDSP17, SMP15, SW11b, SCW15, vWS09].
Evidence-Based [BHS +14, DKJ05, KCT12, MH06, SO88].
Evidential [Pfo05].
Evolizer [GFP09].
Evolution [Ave11, BG94, EFO14, FLR04, Kam87, Kee00, Leh98, MGFRD10, DIP12, SOv2, ZK10, Zm15, dOdA16].
Evolutionary [Ano93z, Cox84, FH07, ZF13].
Evolving [Ano93i, DeM14, ND05, PAB11, SS95, TI11].
ex [Boo13a].
Exactly [BMGT01, Mai12b].
Examination [Fer95, Bei97a].
Examining [KNH16, RNA +16b].
Example [FHMU85, SS08, Wil99b, WC86].
Examples [Ano93j, Rai07a, Veg86].
Excellence [Ano92i, Fav12, Bai99].
Exception [BMM05, Ku87, WB06f].
Exception-Handling [Ku87, WB06f].
Exceptional [Ano98h].
Excerpt [Ben99, Bro95, DL98, JBR99, KP99, Wei99, Jac95].
Exchange [BBS13b].
Executable [JB04].
Executing [ACM +07].
Execution [ADS91, Dig15, GE17, KC90, MS99, TS06, WZX +16].
Execution-Backtracking [ADS91].
Executive [SM99, Wil97c].
Executives [SJM02].
Exercise [JC00, HMP +01].
Exist [Coy00b].
Existing [DSLb03].
Exists [HVF +00].
Expanding [Ano97e, Gee06].
Experience [Ano97g, Ano02i, BGS01, Boo12c, DSBM99, Ebe01, FPM01, FLN01, GRDL +12, GCR94c, HL05, KHO0, KCC +01, MLD +13, NR89, Pat09, Preq01, Rus91, SvbH02, SR91b, Tau95, UHC02, WKA96].
Experienced [CP02, Moy97].
Experiences [GJPd99, Kan09, Str01, TSP +09, TOT06, TH02d, WW03].
Experiment [KLM11, Ob17, OCM +84, SSSW86].
Experimental [Bur95a, DM87, DRW03, JWKZ99, Ree06b, Sca89].
Experimentally [JMvS06].
Experiments [FNO92, PSV94].
Expert [ABG +97, Ano92i, Ano96j, Dou85, DJ05, Jor05, JBR09, Nar85, WGFC86, CFTZ89].
Expert-Judgment-Based [Jor05].
Expert-system [CFTZ89].
Expertise [LL16, RL16, ZSF91].
Experts [Ano14-33, Ano15-30, Ano15-36, Ano16-50, AS03, FNY09, SPB16, Ano17-33].
Explained [Ano93f, MSK00].
Explaining [WB06c].
Explanation [Ray06].
Explanation-Oriented [Ray06].
Explicit [Fow01d, NCC +02].
Exploiting [HTE16].
Exploration [Kuh98].
Exploratory [Ano93a].
Explore [JKM +09, MJ97, WSD +09].
Explores
Shu11a, SCC+16, TYXL16, TMB17, VWK15, WB09b, Lou95. Futures [You98]. Fuzzy [Zad94]. Fuzzyspeak [Rei95b].

Galaxy [BB89]. GAMB&IT [LM84]. Gamble [LJ97]. Game [Bal00, BC85, DK11, FSRdA11, Got01a, Hei98, LM84, MM08a, Sca04, Sca17, vWS09, PMSL14]. Gameplay [CMS11]. Games [GAS+01, LW11, Shu13a].


Gather [ANS03, Cod09, DeM09]. Gone [Ada95, And98b, Ano97g, Ano97d, BTC+99, BH13, CJK+02, Erd07f, Erd10e, Gla97, Gla01a, Hat97b, JOL+00, Lon03, Lov94, Mac96, McC02c, McL05, PR08, Re03, Rei00b, Rei02b, SLG+00, Shu99, UA03, VCM+97, You95, Ber99, HMP+01, LH89].

Glossary [Glo97]. Goodbye [Gla97]. Goodies [Ano92o, Spi13d]. Goodness [Boo06c]. Google [MSAH17, PSO12, Shu12a].

GPG [Ano97i, Gue94]. Generation [Ale99, And07, BH17, Bal87, BMS+14, CDP96, Den91, DDW90, EAG+14, Got01a, GAS+01, Hor87, LJ88, MW11, Mar88, MJ88, Ris12a, Ste95a, Voa00a, VTS88].

Generational [RSH13]. Generators [Hix90]. generator [Ano97i, Gue94].

Get [Ano16v, AW03, BWN16, Ber93, BL92, Gil96a, Gil15d, SR16, Syn10, Ano97c].


GQMs [RB96]. Git [Spi12c]. GitHub [BBS13b, CCCM17]. Give [Mac99b].

Gives [DP94a, Har06d, WB07d]. Glanville [Hor87]. Glass [Ano10b].

Glimpse [Cho96a]. Global [Ano00i, Ano00b, BCKS01, BM01, BCD+17, BCB+17, Bel99, BN90, CA01, Cha96d, CHL14, CW84, Cur00, DM06, Dam07, DAB06, ED01, EKP16, EAS94, HKNS01, HM01a, LEPV10, LCE13, MS14, Mat00b, Nie96d, RKK95, SW11b, SCW15].

Globalization [Cos03, Jon94, MW01]. Glossary [Ano04o, Tha03a, Tha03b]. GNU [Ana99]. GNU/Linux [Ana99]. Go [AS03, Bil94, Bus12a, Cha96d, HVF+00, IH90, Sch04, Mey14b].

Goal [BB17, LX99, Rob09b, Ven05]. Goal-Driven [LX99]. Goals [CC95a, CB10, HBCH14, HKPS96, MK03, NE07, Ano16c, Ano17c].

God [PCP14]. Goddard [Lie02]. Goes [EL04]. Goetz [WCFG10]. Going [HM02a, Nie96d, vMM12]. Gold [GB00, McC90a]. Golden [CS09, Dav98e, SC06]. Gone [Ano09e, Bus12a, Cod09, DeM09]. Gonna [Gra97].

Grafen [Ano92g]. Genuine [HJ17].

Generic [RH89, RKJ+97]. Gentle [Can95, LTB02].

Generators [BST+94, HKN85, LFL+90, Cle88]. Generic [RH89, RKJ+97]. Gentle [Can95, LTB02].

Gentler [Ano92g]. Genuine [HJ17].

GenVoca [BST+94]. Geographically [RH13, Ter11]. German [RRD07].

Germany [BHKR01, FWK+15]. Get [Ano16v, AW03, BWN16, Ber93, BL92, Gil96a, Gil15d, SR16, Syn10, Ano97c].


GISs [CB98]. Git [Spi12c]. GitHub [BBS13b, CCCM17]. Give [Mac99b].

Giving [DP94a, Har06d, WB07d]. Glanville [Hor87]. Glass [Ano10b].

Glimpse [Cho96a]. Global [Ano00i, Ano00b, BCKS01, BM01, BCD+17, BCB+17, Bel99, BN90, CA01, Cha96d, CHL14, CW84, Cur00, DM06, Dam07, DAB06, ED01, EKP16, EAS94, HKNS01, HM01a, LEPV10, LCE13, MS14, Mat00b, Nie96d, RKK95, SW11b, SCW15].

Globalization [Cos03, Jon94, MW01]. Glossary [Ano04o, Tha03a, Tha03b]. GNU [Ana99]. GNU/Linux [Ana99]. Go [AS03, Bil94, Bus12a, Cha96d, HVF+00, IH90, Sch04, Mey14b].

Goal [BB17, LX99, Rob09b, Ven05]. Goal-Driven [LX99]. Goals [CC95a, CB10, HBCH14, HKPS96, MK03, NE07, Ano16c, Ano17c].

God [PCP14]. Goddard [Lie02]. Goes [EL04]. Goetz [WCFG10]. Going [HM02a, Nie96d, vMM12]. Gold [GB00, McC90a]. Golden [CS09, Dav98e, SC06]. Gone [Ano09e, Bus12a, Cod09, DeM09]. Gonna [Gra97].

Grafen [Ano92g]. Genuine [HJ17].

Generic [RH89, RKJ+97]. Gentle [Can95, LTB02].

Generators [BST+94, HKN85, LFL+90, Cle88]. Generic [RH89, RKJ+97]. Gentle [Can95, LTB02].

Gentler [Ano92g]. Genuine [HJ17].

GenVoca [BST+94]. Geographically [RH13, Ter11]. German [RRD07].

Germany [BHKR01, FWK+15]. Get [Ano16v, AW03, BWN16, Ber93, BL92, Gil96a, Gil15d, SR16, Syn10, Ano97c].


GISs [CB98]. Git [Spi12c]. GitHub [BBS13b, CCCM17]. Give [Mac99b].

Giving [DP94a, Har06d, WB07d]. Glanville [Hor87]. Glass [Ano10b].

Glimpse [Cho96a]. Global [Ano00i, Ano00b, BCKS01, BM01, BCD+17, BCB+17, Bel99, BN90, CA01, Cha96d, CHL14, CW84, Cur00, DM06, Dam07, DAB06, ED01, EKP16, EAS94, HKNS01, HM01a, LEPV10, LCE13, MS14, Mat00b, Nie96d, RKK95, SW11b, SCW15].
Identifying [BI96, EG04a, FRM15, HG00].
Idioms [Cop97]. IEEE
[Ano17d, Ano84a, Ano96b, Ano97e, Ano98n, Ano99o, Ano01i, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano05a, Ano09a, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14i, Ano14l, Ano14m, Ano14n, Ano15o, Ano16n, Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano16x, Ano16p, Ano16v, Ano16r, Ano16q, Ano16s, Ano16w, Ano16o, Ano16y, Ano17p, Ano17o, Erd07b, FS98, Har03a, Hor97, O'L09, Obr17, Pos85, Sch07, Som16].
IEEE/EIA [FS98].
If [Mel95, Dak97b]. Ifs [Vo90].
III [Bus10b].ilities [Voa01a, Voa04b].
I'm [Mai10b]. Image [PCS95, ZSF91]. Image-browser [PCS95]. Image-Processing [ZSF91].
Imaginate [HT04a]. Imagine [MGR04]. Imaging [FHMU85, ZF13].
Impacts [Cri06, PSHH04, dMHSC16]. Impatient [Ano93-33]. Impediment [Pre96a]. Impending [HH02b, Nie96a]. Imperative [Bud91, MM05]. Implantable [MTKE94].
Implementation [ANB99, BR85, BM04a, FGBS10, HL99, HKPS96, Kic96, MPD14, Pud04, WC09].
Implementations [RO15]. Implemented [BvD10]. Implementing [AGK+87, BT05, CS97, DFLS05, DAEE08, Ebe01, Ebe15a, Fen90, HF97, KMY91, Kil01, Nar85, Par96b, RLBR12, SvHB02, SK95, SO97].
Implications [Dak96e, DBS09, Gra99b, GRS02, PSHH04]. Implicit [SEM14]. Implied [Dak96b].
Imply [WB07b]. Importance [BH02, BMM05, DH93, Iel96, Lar01a, LM03, Spi13c, Spi15f]. Important [Erd10c, Gla00a, Mey04]. Impressions [CCSW10]. Improvable [Dak96d].
Improve [Ale95, Ano93-31, Che95, EM96, Fen96, Hay03, HL11, JP03, JS08, Mai06a, MRF+13, Mye95b, NOS12, Sch96b, SJM02, Tar09, Voa00b, WLC01, KC97]. Improved [Hay03, OC90a, THV09]. Improvement [Aae03, AH96, Ano92a, Ano92e, Ano93-38, BZM+95, Cla00, CF02, DLSZ05, DS97, Dio93, DAE08, FO99, Got08a, HG00, HSW91, Hum95, Jak98, JB96, KM02, LOCPL16, LSCK12, MNA05, McC02e, MSSMDC14, PSV94, PR94, Rob95, SM08a, TM94, TS01, Wei98a, Wie99, Yam99, vS04, vS09, Hal96a, Vis94, Coo95].
Improvements [KP99, Nie96e]. Improving [Ale01, Bie00, BBGK07, Che01, CF02, Dec01, EL02, Fin96, FSRdA11, HMPM16, HDS05, HHM94, JKP+05, Kan09, KCC+01, Lev91, LCYL14, MKHV06, Mir01, Mot06, NSV+08, PDK05, Smi91, TP98, WSL+99, WHG+09, Ols95]. Improvisation [Dyb00]. Improvisers [MM08a]. Impurity [Gla08d]. In-Depth [MCBT13]. In-House [Ano93l, VE05].
Incompatibility [MP97]. Incorporating [DD10, JHMW07, Kod04]. increase [Voa97a]. Increased [Bre14]. Increasing [GG08]. Incredible [Boo14c]. Incremental [DCH04, Erd10a, Got00, Raj00, RG04]. Increments [NT02]. Incubator [Moo01b]. Incubators [DGC+07]. Indecent [Cha98a].
Independence [SK95, Var88, Cod88]. Independent [CCD09, SM97]. Index [Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano99o, Ano00a, Ano01a, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04b, Ano05a, Ano06a, Ano08a, Ano09c]. India [Ano98g, Bag99, GAS+01, KRF01, MHC03, Moi01, Sec12]. Indian [Sad14]. Indicators [Sel09a]. indigenous [KCC+01]. Inducing [CCMT16]. Industrial [Ano98g, Bro96, CH15c, Cox90, DNS+06, End93, HF95, Jac93, MLD+13, Osh98, Pec13, SSS15a, SH93, vvSO+98, vdLMM09]. Industrial-strength [Bro96]. Industrializing [AO89]. Industries [BM04b, EHS15]. Industry
[Ano92s, Ano93l, Ano93w, Ano95c, Ano96o, Ano98g, Ano02i, Ano03j, Bag99, BCKM97, BC08, CP02, CTR90, Cha97d, Curr95, DFL00, Dua02, Ebe08a, Ebe09, EKP16, ES17, FFGM13, GCB +06, GFB96, Gro04, HBB +11, HG00, Ju98, Ju01, JMS02, JMS06, Kaa14, Ksh05, LMG16, Mat96, Moi01, MONF16, Mor00, Pop11, Rei96a, Rei96b, RJ02, SPA11, SIE12, Str99, Sym10, Ter01, Voa99c, WCFG10, WAA +12, KCC +01, WC89, Ano01i].

Industry-Academia
[Ano93l, BCKM97, SPA11]. ineffective
[HMP +01]. Inescapable [Mai12d]. Infamous [Erd08c]. Infeasible [Bha96]. Inference [BFKZ15, SSE12]. Inferred [PM99a]. Inflation [Hol15c]. Influence [ASP13, DJM04, MD97, dSMdSC16]. Influences [McC00d]. Informal [HKPS96, WEF01]. Information
[AW91, ABB +00, Ano93p, Ano99e, BP94, BMM04, BLWG99, Blu87, Bor85, CH13a, CR88, CC95a, CSR +99, Dav95e, FK04, Fre10, GPW97, GAM +17, Hal96b, Har03f, Has05, JG08, KM02, LDO +15, Mc96f, OBS08, SCSC04, Shm94, SAT14, Voa99c, vdBB17, P97a]. Information-System
[AW91]. Infosec [MM00]. Infosys [RJ02]. Infotainment [CdAC +16]. Infrastructure
[Bol04, FK04, HGS15, Joh17, SGH15]. Infrastructure-Monitoring
[HGS15]. Infrastructures
[BCH +01, Spi14a, Voa99d]. Infusing [Lat12]. Ingredients [Mar12]. Inheritance
[Ano93-30, DT94, HO87]. Inhibited [Mai11a]. Initiating [MNJ02]. Initiatives
[Lie02, PNDsB12]. Injecting
[CH15a]. Injection
[Ano98h]. Inland
[vdB17]. Inner
[SF15]. Innovating
[Joh16]. Innovation
[B009d, BFC00, Bus13, Ebe07, EBS16, GFFP10, Obr13]. Innovation-Driven
[EBS16]. Innovations
[GH00, Rif01a]. Innovative
[JBD08, KIB +08, dSMdSC16]. Input
[PM98]. Inquiry
[PTA94]. Ins
[KR10]. Insecure
[Kus95]. Insecurity
[Lai08, Mic99]. Insider
[Ano92k, Boa97, Coc97, Eic03, Ju98, KC96, Mat95b, Var95, Wat97, Ano92l, Chr94, Gri95]. Insight
[DSBM99, Mat00b]. Insights
[BGK15, KN10, Ob17, PZ15, RKW15]. Inspect
[Xu03]. inspecting
[SS08]. Inspection
[ARTZ03, BP94, Bif00, DRW03, GV94, Hat95, HKS96, HPG +00, MDWTR93, PL03, RBBP03, Ter96, W93, O’N97, Rus91]. Inspections
[DS07, Hat08, PV97, SS08, TRW03, vGVDSV01, ABL89]. Install
[Spi12b]. Installshield
[San98c]. Institute
[BHS85, Mye95d]. Instructor
[BTC +99]. Instrumentation
[SR85]. Instruments
[JML00]. Integrate
[BCM13, NC92, War89]. Integrated
[BSGF98, CN92, CFTZ98, Dow87, GGJ +89, HBP92, MMM +09, Moo99, PF92, PWS +95, Rov86, SB95a, Som05, KS95, RSE +90, SSGT86, MBO93]. Integrating
[AFGD01, CW00, CT02, EMP05, Har87, Jar92, Käni97, Kem90, LC11, MRS10, SN99, SBK86, WEL02, Mey91]. Integration
[Ano93t, Bol09, Coy00a, DSLB03, GRDL +12, GHV10, HS91, Mey14a, MS92, Mur95, OHM +07, PZA +17b, TN92, WSG +05, YJ07, Yin94, ZPHW16, Sd90, Son97]. Integrity
[CE09, Gla06c, LM04, RP06]. Intel
[KV11]. Intelect
[Ano14o, Ano15p]. Intellectual
[Bri96]. Intelligence
[MCH15, STSK92, ZWGY12, ZXL +16]. Intelligent
[Ano93a, Ano93p, KFP88, LLH +03, RRD07, TR88]. Intelligently
[HKB16]. IntenSional
[DW90]. Intensive
[CS97, GLA14, GFFP10, Gre01, Koh05, Weg84]. Intent
[Ale03]. Interact
[GBICMR13]. Interaction
[Ano92q, DBSM99, LANC07, LLC12, Pat08d, PWS +95, Fis89]. Interaction-Based
[LANC07]. Interactions
[MPT86, Mad10, MBLN10, RP09].
Interactive [CBK85, FLKMR91, NCK11, SA07].
Interactive-Software [NCK11].
Interchange [EJ12].
Interconnections [DW00].
Interests [Cha97e, Con12].
Interfacing [FF08].
interior [ALMS92].
interior-point [ALMS92].
Intermedia [Rei94a].
Intermediate [Ros98b].
Internal [Wes08].
International [Ano17b, Cha99c, Mohi01, Got02a].
Internationalizing [RP95].
Internet [Pou99, Amb02, And12, Ano93r, Ano95c, Ano98i, Ano16-43, BW17, BRL+03, BBM+15, BSL02, LCF17, LRB+15, Mie99, MDM03, PM98, PAD+98, Rei02a, RG02, SM99, Sim95b, Spi17c, WE16].
Internet-Based [Amb02, BSL02, PAD+98].
Internet-Scale [BW17].
Internet-Speed [BRL+03].
Internet2 [Cha97b].
Internetware [BBM+15, LXC15, ZZJ15].
Internetwork [Kus95].
Internetworking [Ano93f, DW00].
Interop [Cha97d].
Interoperability [BS+17, MHIC03].
interpretation [Cus89].
Interprocess [ACF87].
Interrupts [vBv98].
Interview [Ahu99, Ano97f, Ano98q, Bar97c, Bur94, Bur95a, Cha97c, Cha97d, Dav98e, Fai12, HEH06, Kay98, Ker99, Ko09, Mey96a, Mey96c, Mey96b, Mil01b, Mye95c, Mye95d, Mye01, Ray99, San95a, Shu11b, Shu12a, TW14a, Ano92a].
Interviews [Mil01b, MCBT13].
Intolerance [Hol14].
Intranet [Rei02a].
Introducing [Ano01i, BMGT01, Bus09a, DSBM99, DN97, Jan04, JWC01, NS99, PHRS07, Ras03, SJG13].
Introduction [AP00, BvdHOP12, BB89, BL90, BD97, BF00, BB99b, Bol02, Byt99, Can95, Car95, CBM98, CW00, Cuk05a, Cur00, CW00, Cuk05a, Cur00, DM06, DP94a, DC04, DP03, EEBB11, ES09, Ebe09, EMP05, EFS04, EH95, FCAJ11, Fai10, GP11, Gla03c, GW07, GKKL12, HF02, HM01a, Hor98b, Hum00, JM07, JWC01, JMS06, KV07, KABM09, KB98, Kru05b, LAH10, LF00, LS02, LR00, LB06, MRE05, ME00, MNJP02, MMY10, MCL97, MCF03, Mel05, MGFRD10, MRA98, Mil01a, ME02, MS06, Mye99a, NZZ09, NZ07, NOK08, PK11, PL03, PC97, PZTF12, PT05, RvW07, Rit09, RL02, SE98, SM90b, SC00, SS04, SMTS09, Str99, Str01, TW07, VK11, Voa99b, VM00, Voa01c, Voa03, WC10, WE04, Wil03, Win90b, Zdu09, ZBOC12, dSSS+09, AS13, BBM+15, BCH15, GK15b, LC13, MHRSO15, SKK14].
Introductory [CT02].
Intrusion [KH97, MCA00, PCOM97].
Inventions [GA06, SNMF13].
Invisible [Whi01].
invokedynamic [OCFLI14].
Involved [Gla01c].
Introducing [AH90].
Investing [Ano03j, FFS04, HB06, Rec06a].
Investments [GA06, SNMF13].
Interventions [Whi01].
intukodynamic [OCFL14].
Investigating [AH90].
Investment [Ano03j, FFS04, HB06, Rec06a].
Investments [GA06, SNMF13].
Invisible [Whi01].
Inversion [OCFL14].
Involved [Gla01c].
Involving [ASP13].
IOGen [LJ88].
IoT [BS+17, CCD+17, MHIC17, TM17, VAC+17, Zam17].
IoT-Oriented [Zam17].
IPSE [BM92].
Ireland [Coc01, KCC+01].
Irrelevance [Boo07c]. Irrelevant [JG08, Spi05b]. ISBSG [LWH01]. isn’t [EJW95]. ISO [BFC00, Col94, JKC04, MHC03, Pan95, PWS+95]. ISO/IEC [JKC04]. ISSRE [Tan95]. Issue [Hor97, JD97, Lub01]. Issue-Based [Lub91]. Issues [Bar95e, BLWG99, Cha98a, Col02, Coo96, DAB06, GP87, LMG16, MS04, O’N97, PR08, Zan94, Zan92]. IStar [Dow87]. Itch [SLG+00]. Iteration [WGC+13]. Iterative [Erd10a, Hen94, SJG13, Sot01]. ITracker [SC05]. iUCP [NCK11]. Ivar [Mye02].

J [MRA98]. J2EE [AHZ02, Les06]. Jackson [Gre96]. Jacobsohn [Ano96h]. Jacobson [Mye02]. James [And16, San95a, Shu12a]. Japan [Ano85, AMM+89, Mat01, Tom87]. Japanese [AO98, Fuj99]. Jargon [Ano97g]. Java [DFL00, MRA98, San98e, Fri99, Ano97i, Ano98g, Ano98h, BH17, BMDK15, BALV03, Fra98, GS11, Hor90, Kod04, Lai08, LRO02, Mar98, MRA98, MSS10, MS99, MKF06, Nau98, OCFLI14, Pon98, San98f, Spi05b, VMMF00, Wil97c, ZKB+16].


Joint [CT90, FTP11, Ano85]. Joke [SM01].


Journeyman [SC00]. Joy [HBB01].


Just [Ano93a, Ano96p, App02, BH13, Cha95, Dom98, GE17, GTS10, GM09, Har05a, Har05b, Poo16, Rai07c, SR16, vBv98].

Kanban [JS12]. Karel [Etl96b]. Katie [Sal17]. Keep [Ano15q, Ano15r, Bar97b, Gra00b, HT04b].

Keeping [CHDK+16]. Ken [Cha97c].

Kernel [Che84, KB12, Kor96, Spi90, dAdS99, SR91a].

Kerth [Mey96c]. Key [Ano97g, Bar96b, BBC+16, Cha98b, CCWP11, DDS+97, DC04, Ebe06, GV94, Mey96a, MA00, Rob95, Zan17].

Keynotes [Mye95a]. Keys [Dak96a, LL87, Mat00b].

Kicking [CH13b]. Kief [Joh17].

Kill [Far06]. Kinder [Ano92g]. Kinds [SMT09].

King [Tor15, WS97]. Kirks [Mai12e].

Know [Ano931, CH14b, Dak95c, DJ508, DBS09, DD09, GUP+14, HSB+08, Har03b, Har95f, Jor14, JMV506, MM08a, MC02d, NE07, PFAH16, Ris10c, RAT+06, She15, SMT+10, Zve03].

Knowing [Hay04, MJP+00].

Knowledge [AO88, Ano93s, BDA+99, CNZC17, Cha96a, CH15b, DAB06, DBS09, DVG09, DFSL05, DB99, EM93, EM93, GP05, HN90, IML16, JM02, KSO4, KNR+01, KS020, Lie2, ORM+17, PvdHM15, PTP+88, RJ02, Ram02, RFHM86, Rei02c, RL02, Sve87, SMR93, SRS+86, Sym88, Tw04, WCH02, WG16, Wie84, Zdu09, Ano17y, SSGT86].

Knowledge-Based [AO88, Ano93s, PvdHM15, PTP+88, RFHM86, Sve87, SMR93, HN90]. Known [And03].

Korea [WC89]. KosovoNet.org [Ber99].

Kudos [Ano10b, CCS+03].

Laartz [Blu16]. Lab [End93, For92, Bur95a].

Labor [Jon99, San97b, Str99]. Labs [JL03].

LaFleur [Mey96a]. Lander [BBP+16].

Landing [Hol13]. Lands [Sto99].

Landscape [CMP17, GSA+17]. Language [BL90, CCD09, CCM16, CDM+05, FL86, GS90b, Gla08d, HTLPS09, HKPS96, JRS+09].
Language-Based [KKM87].

Language-Independent [CCD09].

Languages

[Ano96s, Ano08b, Ano14-34, Bor85, CL91, Cha87, CM07, Erd08f, EFO14, Fow09, Fre10, GHW85, HAE11, HR95, JDT01, Jon07, Kor86, LMM+15, RP06, Sha84, SFVFM08, Spi05b, TW07, TW14b, Wol89, WKH92].

Large

[Larch [GHW85]].

Large-Grained [Mye94].

Large-Scale [BRS+85, BSD16, LL92a, MA00, MAN+14, NH15, NGBR05, NS99, OSBA14, PS84, Rov86, SRK+09, Sel09a, THDK06, WCW85, ZZ93, GMS+96, MW96, Mye89b].

Last [Hei01, Mat00b].

Lasting [Mat00b].

Late [Ano12a, DeM11].

Latent [TLvV13].

Later [PT05].

Latest [Gre96].

Lattice

[Lau [Ko09]].

Laughing [Boo16d].

Launch [Gre01].

Law

[Big96, Cos01, Cos94, Dak95b, Dak95c, Dak95d, Dak96b, Dak96a, Dak96c, HG99, Spr95, SMK+00, Tom87, Tru94, Zan92, Zan94, Sam88, JOL+00, KC12, McC99b, SLG+00, WK15].

Laws

[Fei07, dOdA16].

Layer

[GRDL+12, LSG+05].

Laying [Ahu99].

Lazy

[BCMv05].

Lead

[Gla94a, VE05, VV00].

Leader [Gla95a].

Leaders [HSF+16, MONF16, dSMdSC16].

Leadership

[Ath98, BTC+99, HVF+00, Nis00].

Leading

[Ano15-36, Ano16-50, Mey96c, MSS10, RH13, Sel09a, Ano17-33].

Lean [DeM95a, DS12, EAO12, Kee15a, MNS12, NOS12, PC12, Tho15a, VE12].

Leaner [McC97a].

Learn

[Har05b, KC96, Pf02, Ric11, Rob09a, Sim04].

Learned

[BHN+10, BGB01, BCH+02, CFQ07, Dam07, Dan04, Di 05, DC04, End93, GB95, GF99, Gri95, Jep13, Ker99, LW11, Mat00b, MS12, NK04, Pf93, Pit93, Ras03, RBBC03, Rom90, RH13, RW98, VD10, Wri11, Fis89].

Leave [BDS02].

Leg [Bud99].

Legacy

[Ado96, Ano93d, BJ11, Ben95, BLWG99, Che02, Coy00a, Dav95c, Got01e, Joh16, RW98, SE98, Sch98a, SHG14, Sne95].

Legal

[Car00b, Car88, CCMT16, Dak96e, Gra99b, Gra00d, Sam90].

Legislation

[Bar95c, Gra00c].

Legitimacy [Fra95].

Legs

[HT04c].

Lehman

[dOdA16].

Lemmingineering [Ano93-29].

Less

[Ano93-32, Gla98d, Gor13, Mat96, MC00, Che02].

Lesson [SY99, Tho98].

Lessons

[Amb02, Ano06k, BHN+10, BGM06, BGB01, BCH+02, CMM16, CFQ07, Coo95, Dam07, Dan04, Di 05, DC04, End93, Fis89, GB95, GF99, GV94, Gri95, Hsi93, Jep13, Joh95, KLM11, KC96, MS12, Ner01, NK04, Pf93, Pit93, Ras03, RBBC03, RCP+12, Rom90, RH13, RW98, SHR12, SS11, Sta99, VD10, Via15, Weiz93, Wri11].

Let

[Jak00, Nie97d, SHZ+98].

Letters [Ale95, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano97g, Ano98r, Ano98s, Ano99q, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano04k, Ano04l, Ano04m, Ano04n, Ano05k, Ano05l, Ano05j, Ano06p, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano07i, Ano07c, Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano07h, Ano08c, Ano09d, Ano13c, Bae95c, Bak95, Bas95, BHR+98, BPS+03, BTC+99, Boy97, Boz97].
[Hum01]. Lots [Rei96a]. Love
[Bus10b, LW11]. Loving [Bou15a]. Low
[PRSV97]. Low-Effort [PRSV97]. Lowball
[CC95c]. Loyal
[Bud99, Cur01, Ded09, Gla98b, Gla98d, Gla98e, Gla98c, Gla99b, Gla99c, Gla00c, Gla00a, Gla00b, Gla00d, Gla00e, Gla01b, Gla02a, Gla08b, Gla09c, Gla09d, Jac98b, Jac99, Ria01a, Rob01b, Spi98, ZJ00]. Lua
[Hir07]. Lucky [BTC+99]. Luddite
[Rut16]. Lure
[Pal96]. Lying
[GRM08]. Lyn
[Bei97b]. Lync
[MRF+13]. M
[Cod88]. Mach [BR5+85]. Mach-1
[BR5+85]. Machiavellian [Pre95]. Machina
[Boo13a]. Machine [Dav00, DPCL14, LE16, Sal17, WSE14, Fra98].
Machine-to-Machine [WSE14]. Machines
[Ana99a, Ana99b, Boo15a, TH02b].
Macintosh [MP88]. MacWorld
[Rei96a, Ana98]. Mad [Bur95b]. Made
[Cor13, Cos94, Jep13, Med05]. Madness
[Ana98a]. Magazine [Ana14a]. Magic
[Bud13, DD10]. Mail [SN89]. Mailbox
[Ana94a]. Mainframe [VD10]. Maintain
[CRR09]. Maintainable
[ES92]. Maintaining
[FSM14, GF16, SLG+00, Voa98a, WMI93].
Maintenance
[Ana97a, Ana99a, ABFP86, Bas90, CAW97, ES14, GLa98d, Gla02a, Hol16d, KFP88, OC90a, ONR+90, OC90b, PH01, Ram00, BBBC03, Sch98a, Sha96, Tar09, ZAV02, HMM94].
Maintenance-Oriented [ZAV02]. Major
[Ana16p, Ana16r, Ana16q, DP03]. Make
[BPS+03, CKMV95, Fow03c, Hor96, Jon07, KKC93]. Maker
[WG16]. Makes
[Ana93-36, Chu93, Kle16, PV97, Ria01b, Rob09a, Spi98]. Making
[AACF13, Ana92i, AD03, BBE+88, BB91, BFC00, CS16, CDD08, Dav97b, DeM90, Fai02, FCH+08, Fer01b, Gla08a, Gla09d, Hsi96, Hum95, Kau99, KB02, Lon03, Mey96a, NOK08, OBSN08, Pal01a, Pfl95b, Rot00, Shu11b, SGSM10, Str96, Voa01c, WL12, Xu03]. Malaysia [Sch99].
Malicious [Ana99e, MM00, VM00].
Malone [Sal17]. Mammoth [Boo15]. Man
[Bro95, Mny95a]. Man-month [Myn95a]. Manage
[GS90a, Tho94]. Managed
[GP13, LDO+14]. Management
[Ada95, AtHR11, And98a, Ana92c, Ana93p, Ave11, Bas87b, Ber03, BD97, BT05, BD94, BH95b, Bro96, BS03, CT93, Car97, CSSP05, CC99, Cha96b, CSMA07, CJNM05, Con96, CS97, Coo95, CG08, CSR+08, CP06, DL03, DBS09, Don06, Ebe14, Fai94, Fai05, Fav10, Fco97, Gar05, GPEW97, HVT+00, HS97, Hix90, JKP+05, KRR+01, LL16, LM03, LWCP17, Lie92, Lon97, LSH+03, Lob11, Lon2, Lon1, MNS12, MC94, MR09, MK20, MA00, MDD09, MSK00, NGBR05, ND05, NOS12, PWS+95, Phi96, PS14, PT05, RJ02, Ram02, RKP08, Rei00a, Rei00b, Rei01, RSE+90, Roy00, Roy05, RL02, SM08a, SCA04, SMP15, SSC06, Spi12d, SJM02, SM01, TID12, Tom03, VE05, WHC02, Wie84, WWD97, YNM+91, Boe91, Fen90, For88, Har89b, LC87, Ros90, SO97]. Management
[Lew98, Mat00b].
Management-aided [BD94].
Management-Speak [McK20]. Manager
[And94, And98a, Aus99, Bak01, Ber96a, Bee00, Cla02, Cos97, DeM95a, Fer01a, Gil96a, HS97, Hol99, Hum95, LJJ7, Lis98, LRO02, Lot97, MC00e, ND90, Pet99, Phi96, Pre96a, Pre96b, Pre98, Pre00, PM97, Rei00a, Rei01b, Rob99, Ros00, Roy00, San98f, Smi91, Sta99, Tho98, Voa98b, WG16, Wei98b, You95, Cha95]. Managers
[BTC+99, Mys97, Pre98]. Managing
[BCS10, BP94, BG98, CAW97, Cha97c, CSWS10, Con96, DM96, Dec01, DAB06, Fav02, For97, GD11, Gil96b, HDLGG03, Kis96, Leh98, Li12, Litt05, MSG96, MNA05, MRA98, MSK00, Mug08, Nes98, NJJ+96, Nor03, PAB11, Pel12, PM10, Pit93, RKK05, RKW15, RDMA11, SM08a, Sch98b, Shu11b,
BCC+06, CS05, CFF+13, Car00b, CCD+17, CR11, CM07, CG08, DSLB03, DT03, FSB+12, FCH+08, FFGM13, FGSK03, GGLW06, GCH13, GM+14, GGJZ00, HR11, HL99, KM99, KCK+13, Koc00, KYM+04, KR03, LDO+14, Lin94, Lit04, LOT97, MMSM09, M+M09, MCF03, MHF17, NSV+08, PCCW93, Pue97, Rie11, DDP15, RKJ+97, RS04, DIP12, SJG13, Sch12, Sel03, SK03, Shu11a, Sim06, Til16b, UA03, Uhl08, Var88, WUG03, WHR14, YNM+91, Zha04, ZS06, ZP11, Be197a, Cod88, Kru95, LCS97, LDO95, RHK+03.

Model-Based [AFT+15, FSB+12, FFGM13, MHF17, NSV+08, Pue97, Sch12, ABB+93].

Model-Driven
[AK03b, CFF+13, CCD+17, CM07, DSLB03, KYM+04, KR03, LDO+14, MMSM09, MCF03, DDP15, RS04, DIP12, Sel03, SK03, Uhl08, WHR14, Zha04, ZS06, ZP11].

Model-Integrated [MMM+09].

Model-View-Controller [CG08].

Modelers [Tho04]. Modelica [HAE11].

Modeling [AW91, AR04, Ano16-32, BDD+14, Bol09, CCY+89, CBMP05, Che14, CFJ+91, CM+12, Dan02, DFL00, Dut93, FKN02, FVHF95, FLKMR91, Glao4c, GYvdR06, Gra04, HKK93, Hor98a, Hou01, IKBM08, ILM11, Kan93, KP09, KSTM98, LK03, Law98, LSS94, PP03, RK08, RF09, San97a, San03, SMTS09, TH02a, TCS86, VNS94, Vol11, YJC09, Zha04, ZML+12, ZF99, vMC92].

Models [AvGCS07, Ano98g, BHH+98, BPS94, CRR09, DSLB03, FHS+06, FC03, HPSD00, HBB+11, HR11, JBR09, KG07, KL05, KSTS17, LDH16, LH01, LMG16, LRPP11, LN92, OT11, Pop11, Rog00, RDMA11, SK92, Sel03, Spio3, Tia04, WEL02, Wes08, Wie98a, vWHZ+10, HAK+96].

ModelTalk [HTLPS99]. Modern [BC86, Sha84, Til15].

Modernization [CM10].

Modest [Hi1907, Mil01c].

Modification [SF93].

Modula [BHHM86, Gut86, MPT86, Mas98, Mul86, Rov86].

Modula-2 [BHHM86, Gut86, MPT86, Rov86].

Modula-2/MUPE-2 [MPT86]. Modula-3 [Mas98].

Modula-Prolog [Mul86].

Modular
[GS+06, Lea91, Pal01a, VWK15, WSO0].

Modularity [Kam97].

Modularization [SRK+09].

Module [Fow04].

Modules [KE10, dAdS99].

Mold [Bol02].

Money [Gla06c, SJ15].

Monitor [KC90, Tou11].

Monitoring [HGS15, LLH+05, Mai13a, RP09, Rob09b, VRG16, ZK10].

Monoliths [GG08].

Montezuma [Snu11b].

Month [Bro95, Mye95a].

Monument [Pf97].

Moods [GWA14].

Moore [Big66, WK15].

Moral [GD11].

Moralite [SLG+00].

Morality [Bao08]. morally [Dak96].

Morris [Joh17].

Most [Mey04, O’L09, Osb11, Spio9d].

Motif [SR91b].

Motivation [BLSS08, HSB+08].

Motivations [LvdH16].

Motorola [BDY94, DS97, Joo94].

Mountain [Cur95].

Mousetrap [Coc97].

Mouth [MA07].

Move [BB99b, Lai93].

Movie [Har03e].

Movies [BPS+03].

Moving [Ano15q, Ano15r, HM10b, JMSO2, Lou10].

Mozilla.org [Sch99].

MPD [PHK91].

MRI [HvdL10].

MS [Bac95b].

MS-DOS [Bac95].

MSDN [BBS13].

Much [Ano93-40, Ano96v, Glao6b, HB06, SMS+14].

Muddle [Bro95, Tho97].

Mugwumpish [Gla04e].

Multi [Ano93p, Ano15-36, Ano16-50, Gun10, Ano17-33].

Multi-Core [Ano15-36, Ano16-50, Ano17-33].

Multi-DSL [Gun10].

Multi-Media [Ano93p].

Multiagent [WIA10].

Multibox [Dya95].

Multicast [FWB85].

multicompiler [RWS88].

Multicomputers [QH90].

Multicore [KV11, LNH+11, PJT09].

Multicustomer [SCCA04].

Multidisciplinary [BPD02].

Multidomain [RD99].

Multikey [KR88].

Multimedia [Bou10, GTF+87, PM98, Re94b, Sch92, HSA89].

Multimethods
Multinet [GCR94a].

Multiparadigm [Gho10, HDR, HHLJ10, NJJ, ZKB].

Multiplatform [ZKB+16].

Multiplayer [BC85, DK11].

Multiple [Dak95b, DT94, HKR+90, HHLJ10, NJJ+96, Pat08b, SRI14].

Multiple-CPU [HKR+90].

Multiprocessing [ZHIL+89].

Multiprocessor [BR88, Emr85, Map85, MW90, OC88, S86, Wol88].

Multiplatform [PDK05].

Multitasking [CCY+89].

Multitasking [KB12].

Multithreaded [BBdH+11, FTP11, PHK91, Wil97b].

Multithreading [Ano99d, RD06].

Multitier [ABB+15b].

Multitier [KKM87].

multiview [Mey91].

MUPE-2 [MPT86].

Musa [ECW09].

Music [AMA07].

Musings [EMB+99].

Must [Ano99d, BWD+17, BS15, Erd08, Law98].

Must-Reads [Ano09d].

Mutation [Als13, RPFA+14, UM10].

My [Ano99d, Boo15d, HRS08, Kri17, Lus04, Mai07, Wey03, WGC+13, Wic98a].

Myself [Nar85].

MySQL [Di05].

Mysteries [Spi07e].

Myth [Bus10b, LR12, Ros06].

Mythbusters [JKM+09].

Mythical [Bro95].

Myths [BH95a, Gra00a, Gra02, HO15, Hal90, SBM02, Von99f].

N [Hat97b].

N-Version [Hat97b].

Nails [Bns10b, SMTS09].

Naive [GV11].

Naked [Paw02].

Name [Kla95, McC00f].

Named [Big96, Dav96a, GAS+01, Ano96i].

Naming [CW84, FWK+15, Her17, Whi96, Win90a].

NASA [Lie02].

National [Cha98b, GD02, BFC00, Mar85, PM98].

Native [BHJ16].

NATO [Ano96b].

Natural [GS90b, SLG+00].

Naturalness [Gla02e].

Nature [GO15, Pf98].

Navigability [Gon02].

Navigating [Ano97h, EMW+97, Kin97, NO91].

Navigation [SA11].

Neal [WCFG10].

Nearby [NBS+16].

Nebula [Erd09c].

Necessity [Dav95b].

Need [AW03, Bac95a, Bar95a, BHG13, Ben00, Dak96b, Har05f, HS97, Mye01, SS06a, SMTTS09, Tho94, Jac96, Law96, Sie92].

Needle [KB12, Whi96].

Needs [CP02, Fow03d, GCB+06, MSG+07, McCo1d, Mel05, Shu07a].

Negative [Gla08c].

Neglected [Dav95b].

Negotiating [FGBS10].

Negotiation [Bla17, BGB01, DESG00].

Neo [Rut16].

Neo-Luddite [Rut16].

Net [Can95, CC99, CCY+89].

Netscape [Ano99p, Cha98b].

Network [Ano96d, Ano98g, Ano98h, BSGF98, BM04b, Cha98b, ELM99, FFB85, JWK29, Pau85, PM98, vMC92, LC87, Kus95].

Networked [HHLJ10].

Networking [BBS13a, BBS13b, Shu13d].

Networks [BMS+14, ESZ15, FN14, KWM92, LC85, Li14, MC03b, PvdHM15, WSD+09].

Networld [Cha97d].

Neural [KWM92].

Neutral [RMM+12].

Never [BDS02, Gla02d, Gla05b, Mat00b, Sc04, vBv98].

Newcomers [ZSMP17].

News [Ano96k, Ano96n, Ano96f, Ano96m, Ano97e, Ano97d, Ano98o, Ano98p, Ano98n, Ano99p, Ano00m, AS03, AD04, Bal00, Bar97a, Bar97b, Bar95d, BLP96, Bar96a, Bar96b, Bar97c, BFC00, Bur94, Can95, Cha96c, Cha96d, Cha97a, Cha97b, Cha97c, Cha97d, Cha97e, Cha97f, Cha98a, Cha98b, Cha99a, Cha99b, Cha99c, Chw01, Col05, Cos03, EG96, Gl99c, Got99a, Got0, GB00, Got01a, Got01b, Got01c, GAS+01, Got01d, Got02a, GD02, Got02c, GV04, GC05, GM05, Got06b, GLS99, Irr97, Kor96, Lan06, MM06, MG06, MC03a, MC03b, MH03, MC04, MA04, MCL05, MA05, Mey96b, Moh01, Mye95c, NCC+02, PM98, Row96, San95a, San95b, Sch99, Sim95a, Sim95b, SV03, ST03, VNS04, Wal96, Got02b, HH02a].

Next [And07, Ano98p, AP00, B018, BMS+14, DDPW09, EHS15, EAG+14, GCH13, GB00,
Got01a, GAS$^+$01, HHR$^+$13, MW11, McL06, PST$^+$17, Ris12a, Sch00, Dun89.

**Next-Generation** [Bal87, BMS$^+$14, DDPW09, EAG$^+$14, GAS$^+$01, Ris12a]. Nial [JGM86]. **Niccolo** [Pre95]. Nice [Ano13c, Ris12c]. Niche [ORM$^+$17]. Nine [Boo08d, HDR$^+$86, McC01e]. Nineties [Rys95]. Nirvana [Erd09c, Rei00a]. NIST [GD02]. No [Ano92s, Ano93w, Boo16d, Bus12a, Dro06, Dya95, FM08, Hal95, Hou95, HT04c, Mar12, Mat00b, Spi14c, VBM$^+$02, Wie98a, Dak97b, Zan92]. Node.DPWS [FMMP16]. Nokia [Kil01]. Nominations [Ano16d, Ano16p, Ano16r, Ano16q, Ano17e]. Nominees [Ano16d, Ano17e]. Non [AACF13, CH14b]. Non-functional [AACF13]. Noncrises [Gla00e]. Nondeterminacy [EGP92]. Nonfiction [App02]. Nonfunctional [ADT91, Ale95, Ale01, Ano93p, Ano99d, Boo94, Cox84, DM93, DeM95b, Dig98, DFL00, Dug98, DRW03, DSB99, EFM$^+$91, FHRK93, FTR$^+$94, GTS10, GS11, Got02b, HO97, HD00, Hof10, JML00, KE98, Lau98, Lea91, MRA98, Mey87, Pal01a, Pit93, Pou99, RG04, Ram01, Sal97a, Sal97b, Str88, TC97, WMH93, Wol89, WKH92, YK1Y93, LH98, War89, Pou95, Pou99].

**Object** [ADT91, Ale01, Ano93p, Ano99d, Boo94, DeM95b, Dug98, DRW03, DSB99, EFM$^+$91, FHRK93, FTR$^+$94, GTS10, GS11, Got02b, HO97, HD00, Hof10, JML00, KE98, Lau98, Lea91, MRA98, Mey87, Pal01a, Pit93, Pou99, RG04, Ram01, Sal97a, Sal97b, Str88, TC97, WMH93, Wol89, WKH92, YK1Y93, LH98, War89, Pou95, Pou99]. **Object-communication** [KKH95]. **Object-Oriented** [ADT91, Ale01, Ano93p, Ano99d, Boo94, DeM95b, Dug98, DRW03, DSB99, EFM$^+$91, FHRK93, FTR$^+$94, GTS10, GS11, Got02b, HO97, HD00, Hof10, JML00, KE98, Lau98, Lea91, MRA98, Mey87, Pal01a, Pit93, Pou99, RG04, Ram01, Sal97a, Sal97b, Str88, TC97, WMH93, Wol89, WKH92, YK1Y93, LH98, War89, Pou95, Pou99]. **Object-Powered** [Koc98]. **Objectifying** [Par96a]. **Objective** [Oma89, SO92]. **Objectively** [BKS98]. **Objects** [BLP96, DeM95b, Hor95, JDT01, KD02, MKMG97, Paw02, SJ13, Sny93, TH02c]. **Oblivious** [Har04b]. **Obscenity** [Tru94]. **Observation** [Fid96]. **Observations** [BBMH05, CMC$^+$12]. **Obstanovka** [NBS$^+$16]. **Occurs** [Boo15f]. **Ocean** [HJ17, KIB$^+$08]. **October** [Shu11f]. **ODBMSs** [DP94b]. **Odds** [Ale95]. **Off** [AH90, CK02, DD95, Got02a, LCB$^+$09, WSL$^+$99]. **Offshore** [DD95]. **Off-the-Shelf** [LCB$^+$09, Got02a]. **Offbeat** [Sch95b]. **offer** [Shn91]. **Offers** [Ano98n, Cha96c]. **Office** [SC96, TS11, Aha99, BFC00]. **Offices** [Ano93p]. **Offs** [SM10a, MKCC03, Sym12]. **Offsetting** [MW91]. **Offshore** [BG06, CP06]. **Offshoring** [SvS16]. **Often** [Ano92s, BCMN13]. **Oh** [LC11]. **Oi** [Mai09a]. **Old** [BLP96, Boo08d, Fie99, Glad0b, Glad0b, Ker08, O’D98, Pos95, Rei96b, SS06a]. **Old-Timers** [Rei96b]. **Older** [SPZ08]. **Omniscient** [PT09]. **On-Board** [Tsa11]. **On-Demand** [Erd07d]. **On-Premise** [KS08]. **On-the-fly** [SF93]. **Onboard** [BBP$^+$16, FC00]. **Onboarding** [FGM14]. **Once** [Ara95, Boo16c]. **One** [And02, Ano17y, Boo15c, Bus12a, Cha99a, Dav96d, DAS$^+$07, FLN01, Hat97b, HT04b, MMW86, Rei95a, SGW02]. **Onerous** [Ano93d]. **Ones** [Gla97]. **Ongoing** [LM04]. **Online** [DK11, San98b, ZXL$^+$16]. **Only** [AMK16, Shu13c]. **Onto** [For92]. **Ontology**
Ontology-Based [OYE06].

OO [BFP95, BPS94, CFW+98, DK05, EEM01, EJW95, Hat98, HS97, HT04b, JDT01, Kai99, KSTM98, KKC93, Nes98, NS99, Pou95, Wat97]. OOA [HKK93]. OOPSLA [BLP96]. OOT [BG98]. OPC [LLH+05]. Open [Abe07, AtHR11, Ano03h, Ano03i, AS03, ACHC11, BNST99, Cha98b, CCSV10, DV89, DGC+07, Ebe07, Ebe08a, Ebe09, Eng10, FGBM14, GD12, Gla99c, Gla00d, GAS+01, Got07, Hec99, HR11, ILM11, Kie96, KHA+03, LRP11, LKR16, MH07, McC99c, MFS15, MOMM11, OG07, Ray99, REM+09, RCP+12, RP09, San98a, San08, Sch92, SvGH15, SS06a, Spi06d, Spi11b, SF15, SV03, Tot06, VVM08, WW01, WKS+14, Wil99b, WFC15, dBLMT11, vdLMM09, vWHVW09, HS00, DFLS05, FK04, GA04, Has05, KT04, Lus04, MD04, McLo05, NK04, Pud04, RE04, Sca04, SCSC04, SS04, TH04b].

Open-Data [LKR16]. Open-Source [BNST99, Hec99, McC99c, Ray99, Wil99b]. Opening [Ano98p, GB00, HVF+00].

Openings [Dav97c]. Operating [Ano98u, Bal87, BRS+85, BHHM86, Emr85, Fer95, Gra99b, LRO02, Ols85, SH02, Tor15, Wil97c, BDHJ96].

Organizations [BHR+98]. Optimization [BFJT05, Fow02c, PWS+95, RKP08, SM06a, Veg86]. Optimizer [DBL04]. Optimizing [AGK+87, Gai94, Jun98]. Options [Ano16-33, Ano16-34, Ano17w, Ano17v, Ano17u, Daf95a]. Oracle8 [Pou99]. Oranges [Per95]. Orchestration [Lou08].

Orchestrating [Spi14d]. Order [Boo15b, HKPS96]. Ordinary [Ano93q].

O'Reilly [Tho15a]. Organization [ASC07, CDD08, CJNM05, CN95b, Cur98, DSBM99, FSM14, GE04, MH07, NS99, SvHB02, Mat00b].

Open [Ano99g, Boo08a, Fa94, LWHS01, Mil01a, PDnSB12, VBA16, EM96].

Organizations [Ano10g, BT05, CZ01, CB00, DLSZ05, Dyb00, GH00, Har04e, HM01b, Kau99, LOCPL16, Lat12, PSV94, RyW07, SF15].

Organizing [HAJ07]. Orientation [Gla02e, KN10, LMSS11, WJ89].

Orientations [Hor95]. Oriented [ADT91, Ale01, Ano93p, Ano99d, AK03a, ASC07, Bas90, Bl97, Boo94, BCC+06, DeM95b, DT03, Dug98, DRW03, DSB99, EFM+91, FHRK93, FTR+94, Fri99, GTS10, GS11, Gli08, GMM04, Got02b, H087, HD00, Hof10, JML00, KLD02, KE88, LM07, Lau98, Lea91, LR12, MBLN10, MKHV06, MGMS11, MRA98, Mey87, Mu08, MH14, MS06, Pal01a, PG96, Pit93, Pou99, RG04, Ram01, Ray06, RYS12, SAL97a, SAL97b, SHG14, Sta06a, SBK86, Sth88, VV00, WP86, WMH93, WSH99, WKKH92, YKJ13, ZAV02, Zam17, DM93, Har89a, LH99, Mar96, RHK+03, Pou99, Pou95].

Origin [Boy97].

Origins [Ale99].

Orwell [Ano93-28].

Oscilloscope [DG90].

Others [Bus10a, Gl100e, HT04b, Nie95a, NE07, Rob05a, SC05, Spi07c, Str01, US09].

Ounce [McC01a].

Our [Ano93-31, Ano03m, Ano06q, Ano07k, Bac97, Boo15, Car98, CHDK+16, Dav97d, Har03c, HBC14, Jon96, LC11, Mai13a, McC00g, McC02g, RIS10b, Suh14d, SMP15, Spi15b, Str09, WEF01, KC97].
Our own [Boo14c, Mel95]. Outcome [WMH07]. Outcome-Based [WMH07]. outcomes [Sim96]. Outdated [Wil97c]. Outer [Kor96]. outperform [Sca89]. Output [Mat00b]. Outside-the-Box [Gla03a]. Outsourcing [BGM06, HKNS01, KRF01, MHIC03, Rei04b, Tiw04]. Outwitting [Ano05l]. Over-the-Transom [Ano92o]. Overcoming [BGM06, MDD09]. Overflow [ASR17, SB16]. Overhaul [Nie95a]. Overlaps [Tiw04]. Overlooked [TM04]. Overlords [Boo15c]. Overly [LCH17]. Overoptimistic [Jør09]. Override [Bar97a]. Ownership [EM15, Nor03]. Owns [Gem85]. Ourselves [Boo14e, Mel95]. Outcome [WMH07]. Outcome-Based [WMH07]. outcomes [Sim96]. Outdated [Wil97c]. Outer [Kor96]. outperform [Sca89]. Output [Mat00b]. Outside-the-Box [Gla03a]. Outsourcing [BGM06, HKNS01, KRF01, MHIC03, Rei04b, Tiw04]. Outwitting [Ano05l]. Over-the-Transom [Ano92o]. Overcoming [BGM06, MDD09]. Overflow [ASR17, SB16]. Overhaul [Nie95a]. Overlaps [Tiw04]. Overlooked [TM04]. Overlords [Boo15c]. Overly [LCH17]. Overoptimistic [Jør09]. Override [Bar97a]. Ownership [EM15, Nor03]. Owns [Gem85]. Oxymoron [Boo10a, Orr04]. Oz [Boo13c]. Pacific [GAS+01]. Package [Ano93o, FC03, Spi12d]. Packard [Ano96m, Pf95b]. Packets [PM98]. Packing [HT03b]. Pad [RGR85]. Page [Nie95a, Nie95b, URK01]. Pages [FS12]. Pain [FWK+15, GRS02]. Painless [LV92]. Pair [Ano10c, DCF+02, DAS+07, GSB03, SMAU16, WKCJ00, Wra10]. Paired [Mir01]. Part [Boo09e, Boo09f, Bud13, BHS07, KL04, KC16]. Patterns [BGS01, BALV03, Boo08a, Bus13, BHS07, Cop97, DeM95b, Fac01, Fow03b, HAJ07, HL05, HAZ07, HM01b, Hou01, KM99, KV07, Kot98, LLC12, MKHM07, MJ97, MKMG97, PAS10, Ris07, Ris10a, Sta06a, TYZP05, WB06e, WB06f, ZPHW16, KC97]. Pauses [Rei94a]. Pay [Bus11d].


Counterpoint [AW03, Bac97, Bec07, CK02, CHJ+06, CB00, EM09, FV07, FPK07, GC08, GWP+11, HvG09, HR11, HM02b, KvdL10, LB00, LS07, McC97f, PC09, RM04, RH05, SS06b, SVSc09, SN07, SM01, TB02, UA03, UE07, VE12, WK11, WCCR08, WES10, vGB08].

EIA [FS98]. Husband [Gla00b]. IEC [JKC04]. IP [Ano93f]. Linux [Ana99].


Perceptions [MD97, SMAU16, Pre96b].

Perceptual [GRS02]. Perfect [Ano17g, CBK85]. Perfectionists [Shu11c].

Performance [CFJ+01].

Perfomability [Ano93f, BCC+08, DS13, DSD02, DFD+16, FLKMR91, GWA14, GMS+96, HKR11, HE91, JHWM07, KKJ91, KP99, LM03, LXC15, MR90, Map85, MRF+13, NDJ+90, NO91, OCFL114, Pou99, PSO12, WW05, Syl10, WSL+99, Jla89, Wil96].

Perforitis [Bus10a]. Perilous [Cla98a].

Perl [Dom98]. Perry [HEH06]. Persistence [Boo14d, OLP04]. Persistent [BV04].

Persona [CH13c]. Personae [CH14b]. Personal [Ano92p, Hum95, Hum00, JD98, KH00, Mye95b, Mye95d, Ral07d, Tom03, ZME00, Hum96].

Personalized [BFKZ15].

Perspective [And02, Ano96c, Bar98, BCC+08, BM01, BC08, EKP16, Fle99, HD00, Kal94, KCD12, MMESSDC14, Pau01, SSS15a, Spi15a, TVS10, MRA98].

Perspectives [Ano92q, Ano93c, Ano96d, BBS13b, BF00, BB10, BKCF14, Coy00a, EM15, FCS+10, Mil01b, NJJ+96, PB97b, PLTC16, SWA17, US09, Lar01b].

Pervasive [Ano16-40, JB04]. Peter [Her17]. Phantom [Aus99]. Phase [Hoh05, Ano89].

Phenotypes [Dav03]. Philae [BBP+16].

Phillips [And16]. Philosopher [Gra90].

Philosophy [Got09a]. Phone [TS12].

Phones [Bou10]. Physics [MJP+00].


Piecemeal [Cop99]. Pieces [OC90b].

Pilgrim [Lar01b]. Pilot [SY99]. Piloting [BCN16, DNR04]. Piña [Hay03].

pinpointing [LST91]. Pipe [FV07].

Pipeline [GWLY11]. Pipelined [SB90].

Pipeines [TH03a, WZX+16]. Pipes [Voa97b]. piracy [Dak97b]. Pisces [Pra85].

Pit [Ado96]. Pitfalls [GLA14, Sal97b, Tur03]. Pivot [BWD+17].

Pixels [GF99]. Pizza [Bak95].

Place [Boo09d, DDS+97]. Plan [CSSP05].

Planned [BNS13]. Planning [Ano93x, AW03, BDKP99, BALV03, Cox90, DDPW09, FSB+12, JB00, LIL+13, McC01c, MS04, NT02, PMM93, Ral07d, RS05, Sme95].


Play [dJLLP03, Ris12c, San98c, MSAH17].

Playing [Ano13c]. Please [Voa00c].

Pleased [SGW02]. Pleasure [GRS02].


Plug-Ins [KR10]. Plural [BK05].
Poetry [An08c]. Point
[An093u, AW03, Bac97, Bec07, CC95b, Cla98b, CK02, CHJ+06, Coy00b, CB00, EM09, FV07, Fra99, FPko7, GE12, GC08, Gil96b, Gra97, GWP+11, HvG09, HR11, HM02b, KvdL10, LB00, Law96, Lis97, LS07, MC94, McC97f, Mun98, PC09, RM04, RC95, RH05, Sch96b, SY99, S06b, SVSC09, SN07, Spr95, SM01, TB02, UA03, UE07, VE12, WK11, WCCR08, WES10, vGB08, ALMS92].

Point-Counterpoint [MC94, CC95b].

Point/Counterpoint [AW03, Bac97, Bec07, CK02, CHJ+06, CB00, EM09, FV07, FPK07, GC08, GWP+11, HvG09, HR11, HM02b, KvdL10, LB00, Law96, Lis97, LS07, McC94, McC97f, Mun98, PC09, RM04, RC95, RH05, Sch96b, SY99, S06b, SVSC09, SN07, Spr95, SM01, TB02, UA03, UE07, VE12, WK11, WCCR08, WES10, vGB08].

Points [HBS17a, Hol15e, NCK11, Fur97].

Poised [GAS+01]. Police [Shu12c]. policies [GA05]. Policy [ABB+00, Ano98g, CCMT16, Kus96].

Political [Ros04]. Politics [And98a, Mai12d, SM06b].

Political [Ros04].

Pollinating [Ano98a]. Pollination [ME00].

Potential [BHS85, Gla03a, Jal89].

Potholes [Gra99c]. Potion [DD10]. Power [Boo07e, DeM13, Hod13, LBL17, McL06, PCP14, Ris07, Ste95b, Woo16a]. Powered [Koc98].

Powerful [WB06d]. Powering [DW00, WAA+12]. Powerless [Mey96c].

powers [Got02a]. PQ [CCY+89]. Practical [Cha98a, CP06, DSBM99, Dav96c, DS07, DBS09, DFL00, DRW03, Jor05, KSMS02, LSB02, Mye98, OY95, OBSN08, Pet85, Rog00, SKC93, SM92, We00, WE04, Wol89, Yam98a, Coo95].

Practice [ABB+15a, AvGC07, Ano03k, Ano05n, BHS85, Big96, BHJ+03, Bol99, BTC+99, BW14, CC99, CLB03, CMK03, CMK09, Dan07, Dan04, DK05, DSB99, DMG14, Gar05, Gl98a, Gl99d, Gl93c, Gl95c, GGLW06, GLT03, Har03d, How85, Hsi93, KP99, K05, KCD09, KNO12, LCM06, LSF03, MRZ+05, M00, M03, NL03, PMSL14, PZA+17a, PZA+17b, PR08, Rei03a, RKT12, Rob01b, Ros05, S05, ST+92, TH04c, TB02, WPJH98, WG16, Wh00, W14R, WW97, WB09e, ZP11, ZHD+13, Sch95b].

Practices [Ano98g, BCS6, CR08, Dec01, DAB06, DLV99, FKW+15, GLA14, Got08a, Har04a, JB00, Jon96, Jon03, JMS06, KP09, Kle98, Koc00, L05, MKCC03, McC96b, McC96c, McC96d, McC96e, McC97a, McC97c, McC97d, McC97e, McC98c, McC98a, McC98b, McC98d, MMVJ10, MCL12, MSSMD14, RBBB03, Rei04b, Rog00, Ros06, Run06, Sca04, Sca17, SJO02, SF15, Str99, Tur03, US09, VE05, WB06f, ZBCS16, Boe91, Mcc97b, Kus95].

Practicing [Gha14]. Practitioner [BH02, CN07, Dav96f, Gl90a, ZP12F12].

Practitioners [Ano96r, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98z, DKJ05, FS10, LCA17, LTS12, LCE+01, MCB13, PM00, PLTC16, SN98d, SN98e, SN98f, ST10].

Pragmatic [Ber03, Bns09a, JBHD08, Kee15a, Pat09, SC00, Woo14b]. Pragmatics [Sel03].

Praise [BHR+98, Gl98a, Kla97].

Preacher [Gla914]. Predictable [An093f, BBdH+11, MKHV06]. Predicting [Gl02a, HS90, VMM91, VC+97].

Prediction [HBB+11, KWM92, KAKG96, K05, LMP16]. Predictions [Dav98c, H11K, HDRS05, Lan96, Voa00b].

Predictive [Ano16-40]. Premise [BK12].

Prepare [Ano17z, Ano17-27]. Preparing [BCB+17, HT03a]. Prescription [Ada95].
Prescriptions [BBMH05, TH02d]. Present [BHS07, KOS06]. Presentations [Ano15-32]. Preservation [Got02d]. Preserve [SE98]. Preserving [KYM+04, SB16]. Pressure [Ano16-49, Gla04a]. pretty [Cam88]. Preventing [Pos85, Wil97c]. Prevention [McC01a]. Price [Dak95d]. Pricing [BA10, Dak96c]. Primavera [SA05]. Prime [McC99c, UA03]. Primer [CTW98, RE04, Wil97b]. Prince [LMP16]. Principal [CSS12]. Principle [KL04, LSM84, SH02]. Principle-Driven [SH02]. Principled [CVEK13]. Principles [Ano93f, Ano98g, BW17, Boe91, DFD+16, Etl96a, FNO92, Kus95, McC99d, RG02, SPA11, Sch95b, WB09e, Woo16a]. printer [Cam88]. Printing [Ano14z, Ano15y]. Priorities [BCH08, Cha99b, Pet85]. Prioritization [ASC07, CH15a, SAO+17]. Prioritized [TRW03]. Prioritizing [KR97]. Priority [Ano93-30]. Privacy [Ano92p, Ano93-28, BFKZ15, Bre14, Got01d, GK15b, HPM16, Kus96, Pel12, PC97, Ano14m, Ano15o]. Privacy-Enhancing [Pel12]. Private [Ano96d]. PriView [BFKZ15]. Prize [DKKK90, DKMS91]. Processes [Rif01a, RJ00, RM00, SM09a, SC04, SHu12c, SC03, SSS15b, Sut00, TV99, TM94, TS01, TC86, Tom03, UHC02, Vis94, We98a, Wel00, Wie99, WS00, Yam99, dSA95, vS04, vS09, vWHZ+10, ABL89, Bef97a, BCM88, Hal96a, Pre06b, JBR99, Rog00, vGMRW14, Ebe01, MRA09, SC00]. Process-Control [Lev90, dSA95]. Process-Improvement [Ano92e]. Process-Intensive [Gre01]. Processes [Ano05o, ACM+07, ABC+11, BMDK15, BT05, BOS00, Cur98, DAE08, EEM01, Erd10a, HM13, Jak00, Kan00, Kee00, Lai93, MTE00, RP09, Wil97c, YBBP05, ZME00, vWAS06]. Processing [Ano96s, DY93, GG89, Kod04, KL88, Lew84, Ols85, SR85, WZX+16, ZSF01, ZXL+16]. Produce [EG96, Vo97b]. Product [BCS10, BHA09, BJH+03, BCM+04, Bos10, CdA+16, CSA07, CJMN05, Ebe01, Ebe06, Ebe14, EBS16, FH07, Fen96, FSRdA11, GFT15, GFPK10, Jaa02, Joh10, JN10, JK04, KLD02, KM99, KMSW00, TK10, MSG96, MNS12, MJ02, MMY10, MRS10, NT02, dMSNdCM+11, Nor02, Re04, SNMF13, SV02, SdA13, Sch96b, Sim06, SW11a, TH02a, WH+09, ZF13, dOdA16, vdL02, Gra90, KCC+01]. Product-Development [EBS16]. Product-Line [Ebe01, MSG96]. Production [Far84]. Productivity [AH96, BMJH96, Cha99a, Gla8c, Gro04, HG00, HS00, Lim94, MKCC03, MF00, Erd09f, FH07, FO99, FCB00, FLN01, GVE11, Gla00b, GFPK10, Got08a, Gre01, HMK+94, HK94, HS97, Hum88, HSW91, Hum95, Hum96, Hum00, JP03, JBR99, Jak98, JB96, JD98, KM02, KHO0, Kem90, Kim04, KC16, LSCO16, Lav00, Lev91, Lev90, LR00, Lin94, Lit04, LG03, LH+05, MNA05, MS14, Mat00a, MD02, Ms96, MS92, MSK00, MSSMDC14, Mye95b, Mye95d, New95, PSV94, PM10, PR94, PWS+95, Pre96a, RKK05, Ram02]. Process [Rif01a, RJ00, RM00, SM09a, SC04, SHu12c, SC03, SSS15b, Sut00, TV99, TM94, TS01, TC86, Tom03, UHC02, Vis94, We98a, Wel00, Wie99, WS00, Yam99, dSA95, vS04, vS09, vWHZ+10, ABL89, Bef97a, BCM88, Hal96a, Pre96b, RHH+03, JBR99, Rog00, vGMRW14, Ebe01, MRA09, SC00].
Products
[Ano93c, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98z, AW06, Gem85, HdlLGG03, Pat08a, Rei96b, RAv96, San98d, San98e, San98f, Pou05].

Profession
[Gee06, JL03, Kor00, Mus85].

Professional
[Gee06, JL03, Kor00, Mus85].

Professionalism
[Mar07, Wat97].

Professionals
[CP02, Cus03, Spi16f, Uit13].

Profile
[Ano92r, Voa00c].

Profiles
[GMB+14, Mus93].

Profound
[Cha96a].

Program
[And03, Ano92e, Bar95d, BZM+95, Con96, DJSS97, DHMR02, Eng99, FTB06, GA06, GdHN+08, HN90, HPLH90, Kil01, Lehi86, LS86, MRA98, MK92, NS05, OCM+84, Pf93, RLBR12, RW90, SF93, Sev87, SSSW86, SGSM10, Spi08d, TL98, ZKB+16, ZK14, Fen90].

Programmable
[TM17].

Programmer
[Fri97, McC97d, Sch01, Wei99, Ano01f].

Programming
[Gla01a, Gre01, KP99, Pau01, PH01, Sch01, Str01, Wei99, Ano01f].

Programming-In-The-Large
[WCW85].

Programs
[Ale01, BH17, Bar95a, CT91, CCM04, DGP92, Eng99, GS11, HE91, HL85, Hol17b, Hol17c, Lea91, LCS91, LSM84, Moo01b, Par99, PTK91, PFTH09, RD96, ROL90, SMB02, HFK97, LH99, OJ97, Pa01a].

Progress
[Das86, Erd10e, Erd10f, Pf08, San95a, SR5+86, YM94b, Lar01b].

Progression
[Dav86, ERD10e, Erd10f, Pf08, San95a, SR5+86, YM94b, Lar01b].

Project
[ASS86, AR04, AHZ02, Ano92i, Ano99d, Bas87a, Bau94, BB99a, BDS02, BALV03, CSSP05, CC99, Cha96b, CJKM05, Coo90, CDF96, Coo95, Don06, Dow87, DGC+07, DB99, EK08, Fav10, Gar05, Gla02d, GF99, Han06, HS97, JB00, KJP+05, KR05, LM03, LJ97, Lew98, Lin93, Lis97, Lon02, MCH15, McC97e, McCo1e, MCL12, Mel05, Mey96a, MS12, Moy97, Muc95, ND05, NCK11, Phi96, Psc02, Pre98, PT05, RKP08, Rob03, SM08a, Sch98b, SMP15, Spi06e, SM01, Sym12, THDK06, VE05, VB16, Wil97c, UHC02].

Project-Processes
[Wil97c].

Project-Starting
[Sch98b].

Projecting
[VWK15].

Projects
[Ano93h, Ano93y, Ano12a, AW03, Blu16, BSD16, Byt99, CSW10, Cla98a, CS97, DHB15, DM96, DeM11, DRN04, FGBM14, Fai94, FW03, GRM08, GDD07, GJPD99, Gum06, HDR+86, HL01, KMS02, KT04, Lar01b, Mac96, MJZC03, MFS15, MCBT13, NRS98, Ram00, Ram01, RBH07, Re99, Ro04, RM00, SM08a, ZSM17, MW96, Ras03, VDL02].

Prolog
[DS95, Kar88, CV88, Den91, GS90b, Mul86].

Prolog-Based
[Den91].

Proposal
[Cha96a, Cuk05a].

Proposes
[Cha97a, LG97].

Promising
[Dak96d, PC97].

Propaganda
[Har04c].

Proper
[CC95b].

Properties
[KYM+04, Roz15, Xu03].

Proposal
[Cha97, Cha98a, Hil97, Mil01c].

Proposals
Proposed [Bar97b, GD02].
Proprietary [SCSC04].
Prospect [Mil86].
Prospects [Sha90, Sha09].
Protect [MC03b].
Protected [Lar01a].
Protection [Ano96d, Ano93-32, Bol04, CT11, FCAJ11, Li14, Shul11d].
Protectionist [GA05].
Protocol [Hol92, LL92a, LL92b].
Protocols [Ano93f, NS92, DW00].
Prototype [And94, BGL +09, Sch04].
Prototypes [Nie95b].
Prototyping [AW91, CKH16, DM87, GB95, HCF +15, Hol04, KSS84, LM84, LK88, Luq92a, SAG +97, LB88].
Proud [Dav95c].
Prove [Mye98].
Providers [Fab10, GB00, Jor16, Sim95b].
Proving [Fra95].
Provisioning [BMR14].
Provoking [MGR04].
Prowl [CH16b].
pseudocode [Sca89].
PSP [BCH +02, MMM +01, Mor00, SC03].
Psychology [Rup02, TBvRB12, Wei99].
Public [Ano96d, Cuk05a, Fox02a, Fin96].
Publications [Ano16-35].
Published [Fow02a].
Pulled [Wil99a].
Pulling [HJA08].
Purpose [Dan02, MHB08].
Pursuit [Cur00, Fav96, SLG +00].
Pushes [Bar97a].
Pushing [Mye95d].
Put [Hsi93, OG07].
Putting [DDS +97, Haz10, Nie96b, Off13, RE03, Ste02, WWD97].
Puzzle [OC90b].
Python [RO15].

Q&A [Che97].
QA [Yac03].
Qlisp [GG89].
quadtree [BK89].
Qualitative [BHG13, Dou85, KKL97, TC86].
Qualities [HSEG10].
Quality [Abe97, Ale01, Ano93e, Ano93o, Ano97g, Ano00m, Bar98, BBD +04, Bau94, BHR +98, Bin97, BCH08, BDKP99, Bos08, BI96, BKCF14, Bus10d, BAA +12, Car94, Car00a, CYM +15, CPP16, CM90, Col94, CKMV95, Cout99a, Cout99b, Cri06, DHB15, DJH +08, DS07, EG04a, EM96, EMB +99, Fav96, Fen96, FC03, Friu99, GF16, Gl9ab, Gli08, HMP16, Hal95, Hat95, Hny03, HDS05, HEH06, Hir05, HBC14, HL11, Hou95, HB06, Jac95, JS08, JD98, JK04, JM02, Kee00, KAKG96, KL96, KL98, Kra95, LA03, Lan96, LY98, LG16, Lev91, LSCK12, Lim94, LSS94, MKCC03, McCo2f, MVS +99, MH06, MRA98, Mi10d, Msk00, Off02, OY95, OBSN08, PL03, Pf97a, Pf97c, Pf98, PV97, PS14, PS84, Put91, RS008, RLBR12, Rob95, Rob09b, RAAv96, Ros98a, SM10a, Sch96b, SLG +00].
Quality [SSZ06, Sim96, Spi16c, SM06b, Str96, SSS15b, Tar90, Ter96, Tia04, URR01, VV00, Va97b, Va99b, Va99d, Va99e, Va99f, Vo99c, Vo00b, Vo00a, Vo00c, Vo01a, Vo01b, Vo03, ZK10, Zve98b, Har89a, Ros90, Sie92, Ada95].
Quality-Driven [DS07].
Quality-Evaluation [Tia04].
Quantify [Bur94, Mai06a, MD90].
Quantifying [Cla00, McC00b, MA89, SJS12].
Quantitative [CSR +08, FCH +08, MVS +99, MW01, RK08, Sei07, TD12, KKL97].
Quantitatively [Mos92].
Quantity [Ano97g].
Queries [Shn94].
Query [CB98, DY93].
Question [Boo14f, DDS +97, SB16].
Questioning [Gla03d].
Questionnaires [AK99].
Questions [Boo14a, CPP16, FS10, GSB03, Hol16c, JOL +00, Kus96, Zve98b].
Quick [Ano98h, Re00c, San98f].
Quick-to-Market [Re00c].
Quickly [Gra99a].
Quiet [Ano00m].
Quit [MP +00].
Quo [BLP96].
Quoins [CH13d].
Quotes [Cur95].

R [Bei97b, SSZ06, San95a].
R&D [Bel99].
Race [Ano93y, KC16].
Racing [CMS11].
RAD [Car95, MS95, RC95].
Radical [Cha97b, DCF +02].
Radio [MLL03].
Rails [BK07, Vis08].
Railway [FFGM13].
Raising [JOL +00, McCo1f, Kal94].
Ramping [Got02d].
Range [Tor15].
ranking [LCS97].
Rapid
Rate [vGH12]. Rates [Ano93g, GT05]. Rating [RNA+16b].

Resources
[Ano16w, Ano17p, BCKS01, RKK05, Shu11c].
Respect [Aha99, AS03]. Responding [MSAH17]. Response [BNST99].
Responses [Ano09e, Ano10c]. Responsibility [BWC10].
Responsibility-Driven [BWC10]. Responsible [WB09f].
Responsiveness [OSBA14]. Rest [BC08, TJM08]. Resting [Boo09d].
Restoring [RW98]. Restructuring [CS90]. Result [Eme95, She15].
Results [Ano97g, DFD+16, EG96, MF00, MVS+99, P897c]. Rethinking [SHZ+98].
Retrain [DHR02, Rot99]. Retrieval [Has05]. Retrofit [Ron16].
Retrofitting [MTKE94]. Retrospect [M1186]. Retrospective [GO15, Kri17, MM13, MCBT13].
Retrospectives [Gla02d, Ter11]. Return [Ano93-38, Ano03j, EFS04, Ree06a, Woo14b].
Reusability [BR87, GP87, Mey87, PDF87, PD93].
Reusable [BAB+87, DeM95b, ES92, Hen94, HJA08, KG87, LWC17, RW04, Sta94, WP86, Zim11].
Reuse [Ale95, Ano98g, Bar90d, BB91, Bas90, DSBM99, Fac01, Fa94, Fis87, GA09, Gl88e, G955, HF95, JHBD08, Joo94, KLM11, LSW97, Lim94, MD04, MAMY99, MAN+14, Moo01c, MTE00, Mye94, OMTHC94, PB98, PWS+95, P896, RBH07, SHZ+98, SJ13, Spi07b, WOS94, WHG+99, WES87, Fl94, GA095, Pfi95b, Vis94, Wat97].
Reuse-Oriented [Bas90]. Reusing [BFP95]. Revalidation [HR90]. Revenge [Tho04].
Reverse [ANB99, Cha97d, CC90, Moo02a, RS04, Sam90, SIE12, V10].
Reverse-Engineering [ANB99, SIE12, Sam90]. Review [BALV03, CDF96, Cos94, Gan13, JP03, Lew84, Rem05, RCP+12, SHZ+98, SLG+00, Sta97, Trn94, Zan92, Zan94, Aha95, Can95, Coo95, DeM95b, Fer95, Ka94, Kus95, Mye95b, Nav95, Pou95, Rys95, Sch95b].
Reviewer [Ano07k, McC01g, McC02g, Str09].
Reviewers [Ano98n, Ano99h, Ano99e, Ano00h, Ano04a, Ano06q, Ano07k, Ano10a, Ano13a, Ano14a, Ano15a, Ano16a, Ano17a, Str99]. Reviews [Boo10c, CCH+15, CLB03, HA11, KB02, MRZ+05, MSAH17, vHEA+14]. Revising [Ano93-28]. Revisited [BAA+12, CS09, KCD12, Pot93, Sta97, Wan95]. Revolution [Ano00m, Cox90, GA095]. Revolutionary [Mat00b]. Rewards [JB96]. Rework [Mor10]. Rewriting [BJ11, Bus11b]. RF [ULL03]. RFID [FF08]. Rhetoric [Leh86].
Rich [KR10, Sav08, ZMT05]. Rich-Media [ZMT05]. Richard [Ano15b, Ano16b]. Right [Ber93, CS16, CBMP05, GSB03, Got03, Ano16c, Ano17c, Sam88]. Righting [LBD+04]. Rights [GD11, GB00, LL16].
Rigor [Gla09d]. Rigorous [BBB+11, Eme95, Kle98]. Ring [Re04a].
RISC [Daw95b]. Rise [EV10, LL92b]. Risk [Ano16-41, Bai98, BA10, BD97, Car97, Cha96b, CAW97, CS97, DL03, Fa04, Fai05, FN14, Fee97, GPW97, Gli08, GB00, KM02, Kan97, KL97b, Lis97, LCH17, Mad97, MR09, Miy97, Poo14, PS14, SK08, WWD97, WMH07, Boo91]. Risk-Based [Ano16-41, Gli08, PS14]. Risks [BB08, ES16, GM10, HG00, LWE01, PM10, Rei02a].
RITE [Pat88c]. River [Boo09a]. Road [EMW+97, LMM+15, Per99, SA11, Shu11e].
Hat01, HOZZ16, KCD09, MCA00, PL03, Pfi05, Sha12, Spi16b, Sut00, TKF16, Voa04a, WG16]. Roles [LKR16, ZF99]. ROM [Rei95e]. Rome [Gla06a]. Ron [Mey96a]. 

Rookie [Hoh99, Pre98]. Roundtable [ABB+15a, ABG+97, ABB+00, AAB+00, DHK+01, GHH+09, HHR+13, HSF+16, LRB+15, MIZ+98, MC01d, PAD+98].


RUP [NCC+02]. Rush [Gla94a, GB00, McC99a, Ols93]. Russian [Ter01].

S* [DDMS86]. SaaS [GBK12]. SaaS-Based [GBK12]. Saboteur [Har05d]. SAC [Gla05c]. Sad [Gla05c, WJS97]. Safe [Boo00, SR14]. Safer [SGSM10]. Safety [dSAPW+14, Bha96, CH17, Ebe15a, Eve95, EH95, FSB+12, HK94, KSTS17, LCF13, LCS91, MJZCH13, MG17, MTKE94, PRRT14, RBPP03, RD99, Tr102, Wi94, YJC09, dSA95]. Safety-Critical [KSTS17, LCF13, MJZCH13, MG17, RBPP03, Wi94, YJC09]. Sailing [KIB+08]. Salary [Bia17]. Saluting [Ano03m, McC02g]. Sam [San98e]. Same [Ano12a, Bac95c, BB17, DeM11]. Sameness [Erd07c]. Sanity [BvD10]. Sink [FW03].


SATURN [ZK14, Kee15b]. Sauce [Voa04b]. Savings [SCW15]. Savvy [CB00, Rei95d]. Say [LTS12]. Says [Ano92s, Har04a]. Scalability [DLR10]. Scalable [RG02, VAC+17]. Scalable-Application [VAC+17]. Scale [BRS+85, BW17, BSD16, LB00, LL92a, MA00, MAN+14, NH15, NGBR05, OSBA14, SRK+09, SE09a, TDK+06, ZZ93, Cha96b, HF95, Mye89b, Rus91]. Scaled [Bar96a].

Scaled-Back [Bar96a]. Scaling [LB00, LCE+01, MRE03]. Scanners [HvdL10]. Scanning [VMMF00]. Scarcity [Boo09e, Boo09f]. Scenario [HSG+94, KABC96]. Scenario-based [KABC96]. Scenarios [Mye98, WPJH98, ZMT05]. SCEPYLT [CH13a]. Schedule [AHMS86, Gla04a, Lit06, McC96d, San98e].

Scheduler [RTV12]. Schedules [Dak96e, DDS+07]. Scheduling [RS84, ZLJW95]. Schema [BPS94, Hon09]. schemas [SM88]. Scheme [Sha97b]. Schmidt [Mii01b]. Schools [DeM90].

Science [Ano93e, Ano93m, BJ11, Che97, DFL00, EEBB11, EMW+97, FPG94, Gla12, GBdlHQCG+00, Hoa84, JL03, McC98c, McC01b, Par99, RS05, TSP+09]. Scientific [AKM+08, CAGR91, Ke07, KTH11, MSJ+09, MS12, Pra85, SK08, SM08b, SM09b, Tom03, VVS+08, WK03, WMGM08]. Scientist [VVS+08]. Scientists [DG09a].

SCM [Ano89a]. Scope [Kor86]. Scoping [Bus09b, Joh10, LJ97]. Scorecard [Mat02, Spi13b]. Scrapheap [KLM11].

Scratching [SLG+00]. Screen [BDD+14, GDK+15, SM88]. Screen-Based [BDD+14]. screens [Shn91]. Screenwriting [Nor07]. Scripting [LR14, Spi05b]. Scripts [GF16]. Scrum [RJ00, SJS12]. Scupturing [JG97]. Scylla [Dav97a]. SD [Ano98o]. SDM [Rob99]. SE [Bac97, Hil97, McC97f, MCL97]. SE2004 [LLS+06]. Seamless [EJ12]. Search [Al03, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano16g, Ano16f, Ano17j, Fav12, Gla07c, Gla11, Got06a].
Searching [And12, Joh13]. Seaside [DLR07]. Second [Ano10f, DW00, Mar88, Ano89].


Secret [Mar12, Voa04b]. Secrets [Cla02, DSB99, Mat00b]. Secure [Ano02j, Ano17x, BC08, Got02a, GD02, HC02, HM02b, LDO*14, PST*17, WCG16]. Secure-Software [BC08]. Securely [Ano01h, GHW02]. Security [ABB*00, Ano96d, Ano98g, Ano98i, Ano99h, Ano15o, Ano16-38, Ano16-41, Bar98, BC08, BS00, BS03, EL02, GP13, Got01d, GKh15b, HAJ07, HPM16, HEH06, HM02b, IrV97, IAJR97, KH02, Kus95, LRO02, McG11, MA00, PRT14, PC97, SM99, Sp09b, SS17, TJK08, VMF00, WLC01, Pf97a].

Security-Aware [KH02]. SED [GJPD99]. SEDOS [DV89]. Seduce [Nie96c]. See [HBS17b, MR95]. Seeing [Jac04, Erd10e].

Seek [PM98]. Seeking [PZ15, Rob09b, Shn94]. Seen [Rei95c]. SEI [Ano93-27, Das94, Nor02, ZK14]. SEL [BG94, BZM*95]. Select [Rug93].

Selecting [CFQ07, Coc00, HS91, Jor09, MKCC03, NM96, PS92]. Selection [BCMV05, FC03, Jor16, MN98, Sch95a].

Selective [DT94, HR90]. Selenium [BK90].

Self [Ano96r, CG08, DAEE08, FN99, GFT15, MGMS11, MDD09, Mou01, WG10].


Self-Assessment [DAEE08]. Self-Healing [Mon01]. Self-Help [Ano96r].

Self-Management [CG08, MDD09].

Self-Tuning [FN99]. Selling [DFS93].

Semantic [SBBK08, OHM*07]. Semantics [BR85]. Sense [Dan02, Kauf99, MC01c].

Sensor [ESZ15, MKD14]. Sensors [JW09, MKD14]. Sentence [HT04b].

Separate [Gut86]. Separating [Fow01c, Hud88, OLPS04]. Separation [GHV10, KLQ04, KR03]. SEPG [Cur95].

Sequence [RW04]. Sequential [CC94, Erd10a, OCHW91]. Serious [SM01].

Seriously [Kie10]. Server [RG02, San98f].

Server-Side [RG02]. Service [And16, Ano921, Ano15b, ACM+07, ABC+11, AIT15, BBGK07, Bla07, Fab10, GD11, GKM04, GYvdR06, GB00, GMB*14, Jon05, LM07, LK10, LMSN11, LR12, MBLN10, Ma10a, MKHV06, MGMS11, MH14, NZ07, PZA*17a, PZA*17b, RMM*12, See12, SHG14, S214, Sp14d, Sta06a, VZM*07, Ols95, Smi91, Ano16b].

Service-Based [ABC+11, GD11].

Service-Centric [NZ07, VZM*07]. Service-Orientation [LK10].

Service-Oriented [Bl90, GKM04, LM07, LR12, MBLN10, MKHV06, MGMS11, MH14, SHG14, Sta06a].

Services [CSS11, Erd07d, FMMP16, HCF*15, Lou06a, Lou08, PAB11, SM99a, VVJ06, KEE00].

Servicing [Ma06b]. Serving [Sp16f]. SES [VZM*07]. Set [Ven05, HSA99].

SETI [Ano97e]. Setl [KSS84]. Setting [Hec99, MVS*99, Wi99b]. Seven [BH95a, Erd09e, Gra02, Ha90, Rei01, Rei04b, Tur03].

SEW [Mcs96]. SGML [Lew98]. Shadows [Mat95b]. Shake [MRE05]. Shall [Gla05b].

Shallow [Pou95]. Shalt [BHR+98].

Shaping [Mye02]. Share [Ano97g]. Shared [Bec90, Boo10b, OC88]. Shared-Memory [OC88, Bec90]. Shareholder [Con12].

Shareware [Got99a]. Sharing [Bre14, CMC+12, DV09, HL05, LL16, Rei11, Shu13f, SR14]. Sharpe [Hor98a].

Shaw [Pfl97b]. Shed [Mat95b]. Shedding [Ano99p, SHZ+98]. Sheet [Dio93]. Shelf [For92, LCB*09, PDM07, Got02a].

Shell [ABC91, TC86]. Shelves [Wil09].

Shepherding [TKF16]. Shift [Ano93-37, DCF+02, KC16]. Shifts
Software

[ABFP86, ABH\textsuperscript{+11}, AD03, AKN\textsuperscript{+16},
ACHC11, BC510, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BSS6, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].

Software

[52]

Software

[BZM\textsuperscript{+95}, BBD\textsuperscript{+04}, BCC\textsuperscript{+08}, BRL\textsuperscript{+03},
Bas87c, Bas07, BKS98, BST\textsuperscript{+94}, BCKS01,
BCHC11, BCS10, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BS86, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].

Software

[ACHC11, BCS10, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BS86, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].

Software

[BZM\textsuperscript{+95}, BBD\textsuperscript{+04}, BCC\textsuperscript{+08}, BRL\textsuperscript{+03},
Bas87c, Bas07, BKS98, BST\textsuperscript{+94}, BCKS01,
BCHC11, BCS10, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BS86, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].

Software

[ACHC11, BCS10, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BS86, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].

Software

[BZM\textsuperscript{+95}, BBD\textsuperscript{+04}, BCC\textsuperscript{+08}, BRL\textsuperscript{+03},
Bas87c, Bas07, BKS98, BST\textsuperscript{+94}, BCKS01,
BCHC11, BCS10, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BS86, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].

Software

[ACHC11, BCS10, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BS86, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].

Software

[BZM\textsuperscript{+95}, BBD\textsuperscript{+04}, BCC\textsuperscript{+08}, BRL\textsuperscript{+03},
Bas87c, Bas07, BKS98, BST\textsuperscript{+94}, BCKS01,
BCHC11, BCS10, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BS86, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].

Software

[BZM\textsuperscript{+95}, BBD\textsuperscript{+04}, BCC\textsuperscript{+08}, BRL\textsuperscript{+03},
Bas87c, Bas07, BKS98, BST\textsuperscript{+94}, BCKS01,
BCHC11, BCS10, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BS86, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].

Software

[BZM\textsuperscript{+95}, BBD\textsuperscript{+04}, BCC\textsuperscript{+08}, BRL\textsuperscript{+03},
Bas87c, Bas07, BKS98, BST\textsuperscript{+94}, BCKS01,
BCHC11, BCS10, BHN14, Bac95c, Bag99,
BS86, BvdHOP12, BBP\textsuperscript{+16}, BLSS08, BHO2,
BHS85, BHO1, BCLP15, Bar97b, BLP96,
BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94].
Kan09, Kan93, KN96, Kee15b, KS04, Kke07, KTH11, KH02, Kido1, KCK+13, KV07, KL96, KL94, KAB09, Koc00, KSMS02, KSTM98, KLM11, KSS84, Kru05a, Kru05b, KOS06, Kru08a, Kru08b, KCD09, Ksh05, Kuh08, LvdH16, LAH10, LANC07, LFW99, LFW00, LC11, LC06, Lan96, LEPV10, LCE13, LMP16, Lar01b, LSB02, LM03, LCF13, LOCL16, LCF17, LWCP17, LBD+04, LY98, LNR98, LIL+13, Leh98, LBL17, LS87, LSF03, LLS+06, Lev90, LCS91, LO90, Lew98, LCB+09, LSC12, LT09, LTS12, LRPI1, Lin93, LR00, Lin87, Lit04, LRO02, Lou06c, LRB+15, LCE+01, LB06, MKCC03, MSJ+09, MNS12, M40, Mf02, MF13, Map85, MH07, MDWTR93.

**Software**

[MNA05, MS14, Mat95b, Mat00b, MF00, Max01, McC96e, McC97a, McC97c, McC98c, McC99d, MT99, McC00d, McC00a, McC00e, McC01d, McC01f, McC02e, McC06, McG11, MNJP02, MMYJ10, MCL12, McK02, MC03b, MC05, Med05, DOMFP16, MGFRD10, MH06, MZ13a, MZ13b, MZLD12, MRA98, MS04, MDOS11, ML04, Mi104, MAMY99, Mi101c, ME02, MCBT13, MJ88, MDD09, Moh01, MLL03, MRS10, MSK00, Mf01, MTK94, MAN+14, Moo99, MJF+00, Moo01c, Moo01b, Moo01a, Moo02b, Moo03, MSSMDCC14, MHF17, Mor10, MD97, MS12, Mos10, Mot06, Mub08, Mul86, Mun98, MKF06, Mus85, ME90, Mus93, Mye95b, Mye95d, Mye02, NZ90, NYMS12, NZ07, Nav95, NS05, NOK08, NSV+08, dMSNRdCM+11, NM96, NT06, NOS12, NK04, Nor02, NC00, NCK11, Nus96, GO07, OGE08, Obr13, ORM+17, OF02, Off13].

**Software**

[OS93, OSBA14, Pal96, Pal01b, PHAH16, PJT09, Par99, PL03, Patt08a, Pat08c, Pec13, PBE14, PWS+95, Pfl97b, PM00, Pfl02, Pfl05, Pfl08, PM98, PST+17, PMM93, Pop11, PC12, PS90, Pos85, FS14, Pot93, PS84, Pre95, Pre96a, Pre96b, PDF87, PD93, PAS10, PPMD17, PCOM97, PT05, PTH+09, QBN+06, RBBP03, RP95, RRD07, RBH07, Ree00, Ree05, Ree06b, Ree99, Rei00b, Rei00c, Rei01, Rei02a, Rei03a, RIP+01, RV07, RF09, REM+09, Rf01a, Rf01b, Ri09, Rin97, RJ00, RV13, RBM97, Rob05b, RWZ10, DDIP15, RD99, Ros00, Ros016, RVa96, RKJ+97, Ros04, Ros05, Rou12, Row96, Roy00, Roy05, RJJ02, RE04, RDMA11, RS05, RL02, RM00, RSH13, Rut16, SBM02, Sam90, San97a, San97b, San98a, San98g, SK08, SVS08, SM10a, Sca17, SA11, Sch95b].

**Software**

[SvHB02, Sch07, Sch09, See12, SM06a, SM08b, SM09b, SK03, SS06a, SKC93, Sha96, SRW00, Sha90, SC06, Sha97, SD88, SM99, SS06, Shu11a, Shu11b, SCC+16, SMS+14, SMP15, Sku99, SS95, SW11a, SW11b, SCW15, SO90, Snt06, SV16, SHR12, Sot01, SDB15, Spe99, SC00, SS04, Spi07b, Spi08b, Spi10c, Spi12b, Spi13e, SAT14, Spi16b, Spi16d, Spi17a, Spi17c, Spi17d, Spi17b, SJM02, SC03, Ste02, SLB17, SV03, SM06b, Str02, SAMA16, SHM02, SSS15b, Stu00, Sym88, SM01, Sym10, Sym12, TV99, TM17, THDK06, TLvV13, TV99, TV12, TYXL16, TM97, Tar09, TL96, TBvRB12, TVS10, Ter01, Th99a, Th03a, Th03b, TR03, TR05, Tiv04, Toc97, Tom03, Tom87, TI11, Tor15, Tot06, Tr02, Tsa11, TB02, Uit13, UHCO2, VSB+16, VM12].

**Software**

[VBM+02, VVM08, VE05, VV00, VB16, VM95b, VCM+97, Voa99b, Voa99a, Voa99d, Voa99f, Voa99c, Voa00b, Voa00a, Voa01c, Voa03, Voa04a, Voa04b, VMG12, WKG+02, WF89, WEL02, WW01, WKS+14, WP86, WKA96, Weg84, WK15, Wey98, WOBP00, WHG+09, Wh00, Wh01, Wa02, Wie99, WS00, WMH93, Wil97c, Wit90, WSD+09, WES07, Wou06c, Wou13, WMGM08, WC89, Xu03, YKIY93, YJ07, YJC09, You95, YD01, ZZ93, Zan17, ZMP+16, ZSMP17, ZJ98, ZBOC12, ZS06, ZK10, ZHD+13,
SQml [San98e]. Squared [GV11]. Squid [SDML+06]. Stabilization [RR15]. Stack [ASR17, SB16, BBS13b]. Stacks [Lou16]. Staff [Ram00]. Stage [DD12, HS90, KR05]. Stage-Gate [KR05]. Staged [SNMF13]. Stages [Mac99c, Mot06]. Stake [GB00]. Stakeholder [DRR+07, LAH10, MSG+07, TVS10, WMH07]. Stakeholders [AR04, CH16b, Dam07, GW07, SR16]. Stand [Erd08e, Voa00c]. Standard [Ano99f, Bha96, Boe08, LLH+05, MS95, BFC00]. Standards [Ano84a, Bac95c, Bil94, BBRTL90, BBMH05, Car88, Ch396d, FSB+12, Fen96, Gar05, Glao9a, GB00, MIZ+98, Moo99, PM98, Sch96b, GA05, Win90a]. Standards-Based [GB00]. Star [Spi15e]. Stars [Ano14-27, Ano14-28, Ano14-29, Ano14-30, Ano14-31, Ano14z, Ano15-27, Ano15y, Ano15-28, Ano15-29, Ano15-31, Ano16x, Ano16-37, Ano16-36, Ano16-39, Ano16-38, Ano16-40, Ano16-41, Rei94b]. Start [Ano98h, BWD+17, Ber94, BJDH08, Spi09d, Sut00, ASM89]. Start-Up [Ber94, BJDH08, Sut00]. Start-Ups [BWD+17]. Start/Pat [ASM89]. Started [Ano93k]. Starting [Sch98b]. Starts [Ano99p]. Startup [Ano15-31, Hen99]. Startups [GUP+14]. Stasis [Shu14c]. State [Ano98g, Ano03k, Ano05n, BCLP15, BHJ+03, BW98, CMH92, CLB03, CMK03, CMK09, Fow05, Glao3c, Glao5c, GL09a, Hol92, KST17, LSF03, Lob11, MCL97, NL03, Rei03a, TH02b, Wey03, WHR14]. State-Space [KST17]. Static [AHM+08, CE09, DH93, EL02, Hat95, Lou06b, PTV+10]. Statically [VMMF00]. station [CGR94b, Got02a]. Statistical [Car94, CM90, EA03, FCB00, JP03, KCK+13, Wel00]. Statistics [CDD08, LE13]. Status [GE11, Hum00, Luq92b, PDK93, PJCK97, PD93, WW01]. Stay [Ano16-44]. STC [Ano15-32]. Steering [CMM16, Roy05, Sam88]. Stencils [Cod09]. Step [DP03, GD02]. Steps [Ale06, OY95, PST+17, Ros98a, SM92]. Steve [Ano92m, Har03c]. Sticks [BE11a]. Stigmergy [ZZJ15]. Stigmergy-Based [ZZJ15]. Still [GA090, Glao6b, Glao8b, MC03b, Rei96c, Zan92]. Stimulating [OGE08]. stir [GA05]. Stirrings [Cou99a]. Stochastic [KKP08]. Stone [Gra90]. Stop [EPSJ93, LW11, MA89]. Stop-Test [EPSJ93]. Storage [Gho10]. Store [GAM+17]. Stories [RNA+16b]. Stories [Boo12e, Boo13e, Boo14e, CH17, Ris10b, Ris14, WSL+99]. Story [Ano05c, Cox01, Dés08, Glao1c, Glao5a, Glao5c, HBS17a, Shu13f, TV99]. Story-Driven [Ano05o]. Storyboarding [SM10b]. Storytelling [Uit13]. Storytest [Mug08]. Storytest-Driven [Mug08]. Straight [MVS+99]. Straightening [JOL+00]. Strange [Glao5a]. Strategic [BB99a, BNW10, CH13d, Kap00, MJZHC13, Spi15f]. Strategies [Ano15-36, Ano16-50, Bro96, DSBM99, DD12, Jar92, SSSW86, SW11a, Var95, VBM+02, YM94b, Ano17-33]. Strategy [Ano92i, BCMV05, GD02, Rei06a, TVV12, WB08c]. Stratified [AK03a]. Streamlined [Sto99]. Streamlining [HLJ10]. Streams [NYMS12]. Street [Lew84]. Streetlight [Joh13]. strength [Bro96]. Strengthening [WKCJ00]. Strict [LCH17]. Strikes [BTC+99]. Strip [MM06b]. Structural [Ksh05, SVSLO8, WGM85, WTMS95]. Structure [AEP96, Kru05a]. Structured [Ano92i, Che02, Knu87, Mil86, Sca89, TS01, AMM+89, MMN+89, War89]. Structures [CC93, DH93, PvdHM15]. Structuring [Ano98a]. Students [RP98]. Studies [Bu94, GA06, KPP95, MC98a]. Studio [BW14, Kuh98]. Studio-Based [BW14]. Study [ASR17, BCLP15, BSD16, BSMF15, CR08, CDM+05, DLSZ05, DLV99, ELM90, ELLM99,
Studying [BvdHOP12, MSAH17]. Style [Ano92b, Bri97, Lub91, Nis00, Roy05, LH89]. Styles [Bus10c, JGM86, MKMG97, Sha95b]. Stylish [Mas98]. Subcontractors [NM96]. Subjective [Mir01]. Subroutines [CC94]. Subscription [MCA00, RM00]. Substance [FPG94]. Substitution [Rut16]. Subtleties [Lai08]. Success [ASP13, Ahu99, Ano92i, Ano98k, Ben95, BTC+99, Cha98h, Coc01, DC04, Fh94, Gla02b, HL01, HL99, JN10, Lob11, Mat00b, Nis99, Nus96, PDNdSB12, Ray99, Ree99, TV99, TTT+02, Ven05, VE05, WSL+99, WAA+12]. Successfully [SO97]. Suisse [SJG13, MH14]. Suitcase [McC00c]. Summaries [Ano96b, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano00b, Ano00d, Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano01b, Ano01c, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01j, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, Ano02g, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, BH17, Ano95b, Eve95]. Summary [SM99]. Summer [He01]. Summit [Ano14-33, Ano15-30]. Super [LLV16]. Super-ility [LLV16]. Supercharge [Daw95b]. Supercomputer [Mar85]. Superdistribution [Cox97]. Superfluous [Boo09c]. Superhighway [Gra99c, Tru94]. Superprofessionals [Erd09c]. Supply [Jon94]. Support [AA09, ARTZ03, Ano92i, DJH+08, Don06, Dow87, FN14, Gat16, Gk02, KSTM98, Lav00, MM05, MMM+09, McCc97e, PMCE12, San98f, THV09, Ter96, WHR10, WCR85, vGvDSV01, TR88]. Supported [FSB+12]. Supporting [BMM04, BMM05, BW14, FNY09, HDS05, JL06, LWCP17, RSO08, Tho89, VVS+08]. Surprise [Ano17i]. Surrounding [Lit06]. Survey [Ano95c, Cha87, EK08, HDR+86, HKPS96, HKN85, JKC04, LF05, RRD07, Run06, TJM08, UM10, WKR92, dBLMT11, Mye89a]. Surveys [PM98]. Survivable [ELLM99]. Survival [Ano99d, HM01b, Ols95]. Survive [Ano92c]. Surviving [Ano99d, ED01]. Sustainability [ASH13, BCC+16, CNZC17, KGCV13, PZA+17b, PRRT14, Pen15, SNMF13, SB16]. Sustainable [Ano16y, LIL+13, WB09a, ZCTZ13]. SVR4 [CH93]. SVR4/MP [CH93]. SW [GE04]. SW-CMM [GE04]. Swap [Rei95a]. Swarms [FB16]. Sweet [Ano14-35, KHA+03]. Switches [DW00]. Switzerland [SJG13]. Sword [Mat00a]. Symbol [Gut86]. Symbolic [TS06]. Symbolics [WMWM87]. Symposium [Ano93-27]. Sync [Hat98]. Synching [HKNS01]. Synchronization [Ano93-30, Wol88]. Synergetic [LNH+11]. Synergies [San89g]. Synergy [PDHT97]. Syntactically [BK05]. Synthesis [ABB+93, ATT15, Jul93, Kan93, MD86, SKC93]. System [ASP13, Ado96, AW91, Ano93f, Ano98u, Ball87, Bas87b, BBB+11, BST+94, BHHM86, BH95b, Bus10d, CH13a, CNZC17, CV88, CBK85, CCRZ+90, kCCP+95, Dav03, Dom06, ELLM99, Emr85, EFM+91, Fre10, FO85, GC85, GS90a, GTF+87, Gla09c, Got06a, Hal96b, HC02, HLS90, HSEG10, IAJR97, JB04, Kam87, Kim04, Kh97, KMY+04, Lam84, LLH+03, Lob11, LRO02, LK88, ...
Luq92a, Mai08b, MMM+09, Mic99, Nar85, Nie96a, Ols85, Pet85, Pf98, PPM93, PS84, RFHM86, RGR85, RNA+16b, Sch92, Sch98a, SH02, TSTK92, SDP91, SMHT09, STM88, S0+17, T111, TYZP05, VBM+02, WHC02, WPJH98, WGC+13, WLCO1, WGFC86, vdB17, CCY+89, CFTZ89, GCR94a, Fid96, GCR94b, SGST86, GCR94a, Ano02i.

System-Level [SAO+17, SAO+17]. Systematic [CKMV95, Ros98a, SSE12, SO92, Sen97, FI94]. Systems [ANB99, Ano92i, Ano93e, Ano93i, Ano93-30, Ano96d, Ano99p, Ano01h, Ave11, ARW96, BS86, Bat98, BB99a, BMM04, Ben95, BLWG99, BK03, Blu87, Bol09, Boo10f, Bori5, BCH15, BC86, BOS00, CFF+13, CKH16, Che84, CR88, CC95a, CS90, CCD+17, CW84, DWH86, DV89, DJM04, DDPW09, Dou85, DRW03, EFO14, EH95, FID04, Fer01a, Fer95, FK04, FLR04, GFT15, GCR94c, Gla99d, Gon05, Gor13, GK15a, GBM16, Got08b, Gra99b, Har06b, Hix90, HKPS96, HJL10, JBHD08, Jho16, KG87, Kan05, Kna87, Koh05, KR10, KST17, LC11, LF05, LS802, L998, LDO14, LM311, LSCK12, LCYL14, LM04, MG17, MCA00, Med05, MGMS11, MA00, MW09, MHCL16, Mos10, NH15, NZ07, NOK08, OMTH94, OYE06, Par96a, Pec13, PCOM97, PH93, PWW05, R06, RS84].

Systems [RS01, RBBC03, Rem05, RWZ10, RG02, Ron16, Ros91, Rov86, Sar08, SA11, SE98, SF93, Sel99a, SCSSCO4, HG14, Sev87, SM93, Sne95, Spi05f, Spi12d, Spi13e, SN99, SRS+86, TH02a, Tou11, VNS94, VRG16, Vo90, Voa98a, WG10, Wln97c, Yae03, dSA15, dLDGCR06, vGvDSV01, Deu88, EJW95, LB88, MW96, Mey91, SR91a, MSK00, Fer95, Gar00]. Systems-on-Chip [MW09].


Tablog [MMW86]. Tackle [RBH07].

Tactical [CA01]. Tail [LXB+15].

Tail-Tolerant [LXB+15]. Tailoring [BTC+99, OSH89].

Tame [MFH17].


Technological [SB99, SB99].

Tech [CB00, Har05c, Har06f, Ros00, Ano92i].

Tech-Savvy [CB00]. TechIgnite [Ano17-32, Ano17-32]. Technical [Bav12, Boo10e, Bus11d, CSS13, CCCM17, Con12, CSS12, KNO12, L112, LTS12,
Technique [TL96]. Techniques [AFGD01, Ano92i, Ano96d, Ano00k, BS85, BE11b, DSD02, DRW03, Ebe06, HR90, HM13, MPD14, PWS*95, PWVW05, RF09, Sha84, UM10, VM12, WHG*09].

Technologies [BS95, ES14, MSG*07, NSV*08, NSV*08, PCdGPE11, Pit00, PMCE12, REV10, Sca17, SGH15, ZWGY09].

Technology [Ale95, Ano92b, Ano99e, BLSS08, Ban93, BDY94, BMM04, BW96, BM04b, Bus10b, CMP17, CE09, CW00, CMA*02, Cox84, Dav96a, DFS93, DNS*06, Ebe08b, EC17, GGLW06, Gra00d, Har06f, Hon09, Jac93, JW09, LK03, McG11, MM13, MW91, ME90, Pel12, PM00, Pou95, Reif95e, RF09, DDIP15, San95a, SS08, VZM*07, Weg84, Ber99, CW89, Ho89, WC89].

Technospeak [Ano97g]. Ted [Har03c].

Tedium [Blu87].

Telcordia [Pit00].

Telecommunication [YKIY93, ZJ98]. Telecommunications [CT93, KAKG96].

Telecommuting [Rot00]. Telematics [HCF*15].

Telephony [Rei96b]. Tell [Boo14e, Dak97a, Des08, HT04b, SV03, vGMRW14].

Telling [Gla97, RIs10b].

Tempered [Boo07f].

Temporal [San98e].

Ten [Ano99d, Rei02a]. Tenets [Nor02].

Terminal [San98e].

Test Case [Che01, LJ88, Den91].

Test-Driven [ABF05, Amb07, Cri06, DG07, Gue14, Jan04, JS08, JHWMW07, Mar07, MR09, RP07, SMT*10, VK07, Zha04].

Testability [SB95b, VM95b]. Tester [Ano97g].

Testers [WOBP00].

Testing [Als13, AFT*15, Ano07, Ano96d, Ano01f, ARW96, BBdH*11, Bavl2, Ber96a, BB17, CT91, CCMT16, CR11, CKMV95, Cou99a, Cou99b, DNS*06, DS13, E*94, FB15, Feo97, GCB*06, Gla08b, Gla09c, GdHN*08, Gon02, GD02, Gra02, Ham92, HS91, Hat08, HMP*01, HM02a, Hol15a, HM92, How85, JDT01, JHWMW07, JMS06, JMVWS06, KTH11, KL98, LBL17, LCYL14, Lou05, LWN*90, MHJ17, MM05, MZLD12, Mil01c, MLD*13, NS92, NSV*08, dMSNRdCM*11, Nie96d, Nie96b, Pet85, PS92, Pos95, PCOM07, RPFA*14, RTKS12, Rok03, Run06, Sav08, Sch12, She91, Shu17, SS17, SR91b, THDK06, TS06, TYZP05, UM10, VMM91, WKW99, Wey98, Whi00, Wi97c, ZML*12, GMS*96, KCC*01, MA89].

TestNG [RP07]. Tests [BKWO9, Bus11c, MM08b, RE03, Til16a, TS06].

Texans [Ano97e].

Text [Al003, Ano96t, DJ05, HKPS96, Nav95, Wil97c].

Texts [FS12].

Thanks [Ano92s, Ano07k, Dav97d, McC00g, McC01g, McC02g, Str09].

Theater [MM08a].

Theft [Gla85].

Their [GB00, PSV94].

Them [Byt99, GV11, Mai06a, Zve98b].

Theoretical [Got01a, Hef95].

Theories [CSR*99].

Theory [Ale99, DSB99, GTS10, How85, JEJ12, KE10, KNO12, Ros05, SMT*92, Tau95, TB02].

These [Gla02b]. Thin [HJ108].

Think [CS16, Gla07c, dJLLP03, Rei02c].

These [Ano96r, Boo08d, Boo11b, Boo12a, Boo16f, Mac96, Ano16-43, ESZ15, FMMP16, LCFT17, Spi17c, WE16].

Thinking [Hat98, NE07, RGR85].
Tracks [Spi10c]. Trade [AH90, Fow09, Ker08, KKM+09, MKCC03, SM10a, Spi09c, Spi09d, Syn12]. Trade-Offs [AH90]. Trademarks [Gra99c]. Traditional [BT05, Fu99]. Traffic [CFF+13, Got00, JC00, TI11, CR94a]. Tragedy [LMP16]. Train [MVS+99, TI11]. Training [GB00, HMP+01, Mat00b, MCL97, Sef99]. Traits [Erd09e]. Transaction [Dak96c]. Transaction-Based [Dak96c]. Transactional [LSB02]. Transactions [ADT91, Ano16y]. Transfer [BDY94, Bur94, Dav96a, GGLW06, Har06f, McG11]. Transfers [SW11a]. Transformation [ABFP86, Ros85, SK03, TR88]. Transforming [OCM+84]. Transition [Kai99, SA05]. Translation [DPC14, GM09, MBO93, Nak96]. Translations [McK02]. Transom [Ano92o]. Transparency [Boo11f, DSTH13]. Transparent [HKP16]. Traveling [Hir07]. Traversing [MCH13]. Treasure [VBM+02]. Treatise [DeM95b]. Treatment [Pou95]. Tree [TP98, AMM+89]. Tree-Based [TP98]. tree-structured [AMM+89]. Trees [LCS91, Moe90, PS90, Spi15c]. Trenches [Ano96r, Ano99k, Ano99m, Dav95a, KNR+01, Vial15]. Trend [Ano93-32, Dak96c]. Trends [BCH15, Bur94, BHS07, CD+05, ES17, GE11, GDD07, Hum00, Kee15b, LT09, MSS10, PLTC16, Put91, SC03, Ste95a, TMF17, Var95, Zwgy12]. Triage [Sim04]. Trials [EG96]. Trialsourcing [Jor16]. Tribal [Boo08f]. Tricks [Dum95, Jak98, Lus04]. Tricky [DJLP03]. Trilogy [LNR98]. Trip [HT03b]. Trip-Packing [HT03b]. TripleX [KC90]. Troubles [HMP+01]. troubleshooter [Got02a]. Truce [DB97]. True [Ham92, Shu14f, SvS16]. Truly [MHJ17]. Trust [AAR09, BS15, Gla06c, Mai10b, MCL12, OBR+08, She15]. Trusted [CCS+11]. Trustworthiness [dBLMT11]. Trustworthy [BS15, MDOS11]. Truth [Boo07e, Hol15e]. Truths [Sid94]. Try [Bur94, Rai07c, SGW02]. Trying [Pre98]. TSL [Ros91]. TTCN [DNS+06]. TTCN-3 [DNS+06]. Tug [SSS15b]. Tuning [Ano93f, FN99, HMK+94]. Tutorial [Cha87, Dav85, Kod04, PC12, Som05, SF15, Vis08, Whi00]. Twain [Gla05b]. Twenty [HWBYZ13]. Twin [CHHSM13, MCH13]. Twisted [Hon95]. Twitter [WKS+14]. Two [BALV03, DAS+07, Erd09b, GRDL+12, Gla02c, Gla06a, Gla08f, GV11, Hoh05, Hor95, LST91, Milo1b, PSV94, Woi89, You98, Tie98]. Two-dimensional [LST91]. Two-Layer [GRDL+12]. Two-Phase [Hoh05]. Type [BPS+03, EP17, Fow03c]. Typed [Ano08b, EG04b, TW07]. Types [BCM05, HO87]. typo [ERJJ02]. Ubiquitous [Cha99c, HT02c, Kle98]. UCC [KL97a]. UCITA [Bal00]. Ugly [Rei00b]. UIMS [KLR89]. UK [Car00b]. UL [Got02c]. Ullman [Ano98a]. Ultrade [Got08b, Rus91]. ultralarge-scale [Rus91]. UltraSAN [CFJ+91]. UML [Hon01, BK03, Boc03, CRR09, CCMT16, DSD02, DFL00, LCM06, LLC12, MMS09, MBE05, Mil02, RW04, Sto10d, Tho04, Wou14a]. UML-Based [DSD02, MMS09]. UMLi [PP03]. Unanswered [Hol16c]. Unbalanced [Boo11f]. Uncertain [Bar95b]. Uncertainty [Ano06p, FKN02, KL97b, KC16, Lit05, Lit06]. Unconferences [Ing08]. Uncorked [Cha99c]. Uncovering [TLvV13]. Uncryptic [PFl95a]. Undergraduate [LLS+06, TR05]. Underground [VvMM12]. Understand [HPLH90, Mor10, ZSM92]. Understandable [BFC00]. Understanding [AR04, Ano05o, BCC+08, BG98, BALV03, DJS08, Ebe06, FGBS10].
Uninitiated [Wil96]. Unintentional [Boo11f]. Union [DM93]. Unique [SM01]. Unit [JMVS06, Lou05, OCM +84, Run06, Til16a, TS06]. Universal [Mai12e, MRA98, ZB16]. University [Haz10, PTH +09, Wei98b]. Unix [Ano93f, BCM88, Ano93-33, Cur88, EFM +91, Gai94, Spi05g]. Unlimited [Ano17y]. Unmasking [GM10]. Unpopular [McC96d]. Unquestionables [Gla03d]. Unravel [Cha97f]. Unraveling [VVJ06]. Unseen [Boo12a]. Unsound [KJC07]. Untangling [CS96]. Untested [Voa99d]. Unusable [Bus11e, Bus11f]. Unweaving [NYMS12]. Up-front [WB08e]. Update [Ano98p, Ano98n, Bal00, BM09, JWKZ99, Mc99f]. Updates [BMGT01, RNA +16a]. Updating [CMKC09, SF93]. Upgrade [BC86, vGMRW14]. Upon [Ara95, Boo16e]. Ups [BWD +17]. Upstarts [Rei96b]. Uptime [Ron16]. US&R [Vit84]. Usability [AFGD01, Ano93-34, Ano93t, Ano00k, BM01, Don01, E +94, FJW01, GRD11, JW01, LL16, Lin85, MSJ +09, Nie96e, CN95a]. Usable [MRTS98]. Usage [BBGK07, CL02, RF09, Rog00, Sim06]. Usage-Centered [CL02, Rog00]. Use [ASR17, Ale03, Ano92p, Ano95c, CdAC +16, CVEK13, DFL00, Gor95, GV94, Hoh05, JB04, JML00, Kri17, LX99, LSF03, Lon03, Mam12, Mc98d, MD97, NCK11, Osh98, OBS08, RS08, Rog00, SM09a, Spi07f, TRW03, Wnt05, Fur97, Nie97a]. Use-Case [NCK11]. Used [RNA +16b]. Useful [CL00, Joh13, Mye98, SJM02]. Useless [Bus11e, Bus11f]. Usenet [Can95]. USENIX [Ano15-35]. User [Ano92f, Ano93u, Ano04p, Ano14-35, BDD +14, CN07, kCCP +95, Cla98b, Clo01, DSBM99, Fow01c, HLS90, Har94d, Har89b, Hix90, KABM09, LH01, LHB +90, LX99, MSJ +09, Mai08b, MG +95, MM13, MD97, Mye89a, Ner01, Nie96c, Nie96d, Nie96b, Pat07, Pat08d, Pat09, PWS +95, PP03, PRSV97, Rei94a, Rei94b, Rei95b, Rei95c, Rei95d, Rei95e, Rob09b, Rog00, SL97, Shu12b, VB97, ZHG14, Deu88, Per90]. User-Centered [Cla01, MSJ +09]. User-Experience [Pat09]. User-Goal [Rob09b]. User-Interface [CN07, HLS90, Hix90, Nie96b, Har89b, LHB +90, Mye98a, Per90]. Users [ASP13, DDPW09, He95, KSNH15, MRF +13, Nie97d, Whi01]. uses [Shu91]. Using [ABF05, ASR17, AvGC07, Als13, AHZ02, Ano90d, AHM +08, BBB +11, Bi00, Bif00, BC86, CS05, CT11, Che95, CPP10, CNL99, GO8, DES00, DSB03, DP94b, DAE08, EEM01, EL02, FHRK93, FB15, FN14, FHS +06, Fow02b, FC03, GdHN +08, GYvdR06, HL05, HO87, Hal96b, HK11, HA07, HS91, HPLH90, Hen94, Hlr05, HL11, HA00, Hum96, HHLJ10, IAJ97, Joh10, KGRB03, KWM92, KM99, KC97, Kt08, KSS84, KST01, LCS91, LLH +05, LWS01, Lou06c, Luq92a, Mad97, MBO93, MKH98, Mar04, Mil02, MD09, Mir01, MOM11, Mor10, Mob08, MKF06, NT02, Nie95a, Nie95b, PH01, PS90, Raj00, RBH07, RIP +01, REM +09, RBIM97, Ros90, RE04, Rug93, Sch07, SM06a, Sha01, SSE12, STSK92, Sh06, SFVFM08, SJS12, Spi08c, Spi11b, Sta06a, Str01, TH02a, TS01, Tou11, TYZP05]. Using [URK01, WKA96, WG10, YJ07, ZSM92, vGvDSV01, KLR89, NR89, Re90]. Usual [Shu11b]. Utility [BHHM86]. Utopia [Tho04]. v [Mil84, Che84]. V&V [Duk89, Duk89]. Vadis [BLP96]. Vague [MMM +01]. Valid
Validating [Boe84, Che01, HA00, KCK+13, Shu11a].
Validation [KL98, LL92a, MDOS11, MA89, WF89].
Valley [Sch99].
Value [Boe84, Che01, HA00, KCK+13, Shu11a].
Value-Based [HB06, TB02, YBBP05].
Value-Focused [Bus10d].
Value-Innovative [KIB+08].
Value-Oriented [ASC07, Gli08].
Value-Thinking [CH15a].
Values [CMP17, Shu13a, WB07c].
Valuing [WB08f].
Valeri [Cod88].
Variability [BCS10, BCH15, CHW98, GLA14, KM99, MTT+15, RMDA11, TH02a].
Variability-Intensive [GLA14].
Variants [LLC12].
Variation [Jon03].
Vaughn [Til16b].
Vascular [FW03].
Vector [LCS97].
Vector-space [LCS97].
Vectors [NT02].
Vehicles [FCN16, WCG16].
Velocity [Ols95].
Vendor-Neutral [RMM+12].
Vendors [Ano92g, Mar88].
Ventures [Ano92i, Ano85].
Venus [Mac00].
Verbing [TH03b].
Verification [CR11, DDM86, KL98, Lea91, LSC91, MDOS11, MLD+13, MD96, SB00, TYZP05, VM95b, YJC09, ABL89, WF89].
Verify [Xu03].
Verifying [Boe84, GF16, OCMe+84].
Vernon [Til16b].
Version [Hat97b, Lou06d, PCCW93, PHRS07, Spi05e, Spi05i].
Versus [Aae03, DFD+16, Fow02a, Hor00, JOL+00, Mac00, MJ88, SJS12, SSS15b, Sym12].
Vertical [WC86].
Very [Gl06a, LOCPL16].
Vest [VBM+02].
Viable [Sme92].
Victor [Bur95a, SSZ06].
Video [Bal00, JL06, LMS4, XZL+16].
Video-Based [JL06].
View [An093u, An014-41, CG08, Eic03, Fis87, Gl04e, KCD09, SJM02, Woo14a, Woo16b, Zim15, Kru95].
Viewing [Bas90, RH98].
Viewpoint [CB10, San08].
Viewpoints [DeM09, JBR09, MKH98].
Views [SM10a, Tru94].
Violations [MOMM11, Shu95a, TBY96].
VISION [ISO87].
VIRE [KIB+08].
Virtual [CNL99, DvGS14, Fra98, Hol04, LH01, MKD14, SLH01, SKK14, SAG+07, Ter11, ZB16].
Virtualization [SM06a].
Virtualize [Spi12f].
Virtuoso [Ger90].
Virus [Ano06l].
Viruses [Gl05d].
Visibility [Rob95].
Vital [Gla89a].
Vivo [VD10].
Voice [DB09a, DBS09, DPCL14, HA00, JMV09, Fli08, SDSP17, SMP15, vWS09].
Voice-Based [DPCL14].
Vol [Ada95].
Volta [MBL08].
Volume [An093f, An001a, An002a, An003a, An005a, An006a].
Volumes [An093n].
Voting [Sto03].
Vroom [BMDK15].
Was [Ara95, Boo95d, Got01e, SSS15b, ZJ00].
Watch [FV97].
[Ano96o, Ano15-36, Ano16-50, Ano17-33, CMA+02, Rei96a, Rei96b, Wie98b].

**Watched** [Boo15a]. **Watching** [SB96].

**Water** [Voa97b]. **Waterfall** [Ano17i, Lot97].

**Waters** [Ano97b]. **Watershed** [Be197b].

**Watson** [Boo11c]. **Watts** [Mye95d, Shu11f].

**Wave** [McL06]. **Way** [Ano16-35, Bak01, CVEK13, CB98, Fro07, Hir07, JN10, Kri17, Lus04, Spi08d]. **Ways** [Ano92h, BL92, Ker08, Lin93].

**Weakest** [Hol16f]. **Weapon** [Fer01a].

**Wearables** [Ano15-28, Ano15-29]. **Weather** [KCF+08].

**Weave** [Pre00]. **Web** [OHM+07, Raj00, San98e, ABB+15b, AHZ02, Aoy98, ACM+07, BM01, BBGK07, BBMH05, BKW09, CSS13, Cha97e, Cha97f, CS96, Clo01, CFW+98, CB98, CL02, DS13, Dom98, DLR07, FMMP16, GRD11, Got08a, GK15b, HM02a, Hor97, Hor98b, KZW15, KD02, Koc98, Lou06a, Lou08, MHC03, Ner01, New95, Nie95a, Off02, OBR+08, Osh11, PSC02, Pre00, Rei00c, SM09a, SDML+06, SA07, ST10, SHG13, SS17, URK01, VVJ06, Vis08, Wie99].

**Web-Based** [ABB+15b, AHZ02, Aoy98, KZW15, New95, PSC02].

**WebDSL** [GHV10].

**WebDL** [GHV10].

**Web-Service** [ACM+07].

**WebDSL** [GHV10].

**Week** [Bus12b].

**Weighing** [MIZ+98]. **Welcome** [Boo15c].

**Well** [Boo07f, CH14b, Kla95, Mai07, RP98].

**Well-Tempered** [Boo07f]. **We're** [Bac97, BL10, Glao2a, CH14a, Dak97b].

**West** [Ano98o]. **Whale** [Hor96]. **Whence** [BTC+99]. **Where** [Ano93-38, Ano16w, Ano17p, Bus12a, Cod09, Con12, Erd07d, Gla94a, HVF+00, HRS08, IH90, JEJ12, MG01, Mai09c, MOLF16, SCW15, VMMR1, CH14a].

**Whether** [She15].

**Which** [Bak01, Cur98].

**While** [Dec01, Glao9d, Smi91].

**Whisper** [SW11b].

**Whistles** [DeM13].

**Whitaker** [Cha97c].

**Whiteboard** [RI12].

**Whittaker** [Shu12a].

**Who** [Ano93-39, Bat98, CC95c, DMN+98, DDS+97, E+94, Fow03d, Gem85, Gra97, Har04a, McC96c, McC01d, Mel95, Nus97, Shu07a].

**Whole** [E+94, dJLLP03].

**Whose** [Ano99e, DeM09, Har03f].

**Wide** [Hor97, Hor98b].

**Widespread** [GV94].

**Wiki** [DRR+07]. **Wiki-Based** [DRR+07].

**Wikipedia** [FS12].

**Wikis** [SBBK08, Lou06c, RBH07].

**Will** [Cha97f, Dak97a, Got01c, Got02c, Hum01, Jac98c, Kle98, Mel95, Voa00c].

**William** [Ano97f].

**Wily** [Che97].

**WIMP** [Cur95].

**Winding** [SA11].

**Winston** [Dav95b, RHK+03].

**Winter** [Ano02d].

**Wire** [PM99b].

**Wireless** [ESZ15, JW09].

**Wirfs** [Ano10b].

**Wirfs-Brock** [Ano10b].

**Wisdom** [Dav97c, Dav98b, NC00, SS96]. **Wishful** [Shu11d].

**Within** [Ano92i, Har05d, REM+09].

**Without** [Hal95, Sim95b, BDS02, Boc03, MCA00, RM00, Sch04, SHZ+98].

**Witnesses** [DJ05].

**Wives** [Gla00b].

**Wives’/Husband** [Gla00b].

**Wobble** [HT04c].

**Woes** [Bus09b].

**Women** [Cha97d].

**Wonder** [Boo13f].

**Wonderful** [WJS97].

**Won’t** [BNW16].

**Woolly** [Bo100].

**Woos** [GAS+01].

**Word** [Lew84, PB98, Ris14].

**Words** [Dav97c, Dav98b, Glao2a].

**Work** [Ano92b, BCB+17, Ben00, Bin97, Cla98a, Cos94, Cus03, Dor99b, Fer98, Gar00, Glao1c, Gra90, Hei98, Hen99, Hor95, Hor96, Jac98a, KB02, KKC93, Mac98, Mac99a, Mac99b, Mac00, Mai12c, Mai13b, Mel98, Mic00, Pat09, PV97, PM99b, Rot99, Rot00, Rut16, San95a, VVS+08, Woo15a, Woo15b, Nis00, O092, Pf95b].

**Work-product** [Gra90].

**Workable** [Dak96a].

**Workbench** [WKV14].

**Workflow** [AtHR11, BDD+14, CMM16].

**Workflows** [MTT+15, VVS+08, WMGM08].

**Working** [BB17, LM03, NC92, Rei87, RI12, Spi05g, Til16a].

**Workplace** [HHJC99, MSG+07, McI98].

**Works** [Ano10c, Lus04, Wra10].

**Workshop** [BLP96, MP88, Mye94].

**Workshops** [RH13].

**Workstation** [SD88].

**Workstyles**
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